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{!)HOME NEWS 

'Egypt keen to endow disarmament 
initiatives with practical form' 
FOREIGN minister Amr 
Moussa asserted that Egypt 
believes that regional 
disarmament is one of the 
main pillars on which the 
efforts exerted by the 
international community to 
maintain international peace 
depend. Egypt thus supports 
fully the idea of maintaining 
and sustaining all regional 
efforts towards disarmament. 

This came in the speech 
delivered on behalf of Mr. 
Moussa in the opening session 
of the Regional Conference for 
Security and Disarmament in 
the Middle East. 

Mr. Moussa pointed out that 
Egypt had-played a great role 
in supporting re·gional 
disarmament efforts, 
represented in its initiatives 
and stands. He mentioned 
President Mubarak's initiative 
in 1900 for transforming the 
Middle East into a z6ne free 

~ 

from all types of mass 
destruction weapons, as well 
as the initiative made earlier in 
1974 to establish a zone free 
from nuclear weapons in the 
Middle East. ' 

The minister asserted that 
Egypt seeks to maintain a s 
and stable Middle East within 
the framework of int~rnational 
efforts currently exerted to 
prepare for "The Conference 
011 Reviewing and Re-adopting 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty", which will be held in 
1995. He pointed out that some 
Middle East countries refuse 
to join this Treaty at the 
present time. 

Mr. Moussa asserted 
Egypt's keen ne ss to endow 
disarmament initiatives with a 
practical form, represented in: 
Firstly, enhancing ME safety 
through establishing peaceful 
relations with other countries. 
Secondly, realising 

quantitative and qualitative 
equivalence of military 
abilities among all ME 
countries. Thirdly. conCluding 
agreements on· disarmament 
that would be. applied to all 
ME countries. Fourthly, 
giving top priority to fre.e the 
ME region from mass 
destruction weapons, 
especially nuclear, chemical 
and biological weapons, in 
addition to decreasing 
environmental weapons after 
having maintained peace in the 
region. 

Forty Middle East scientists 
and experts, several experts 
from other countries are 
participating in the two-day 
conference. Discussions will 
focus on the military and non 
military aspects of ME safety, 
proliferation of mass 
destruction weapons, weapons 
trafficking and its adverse 
effects on ME peace. 
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Regional Conference of Research Institutes in the Middle East 
18 -19April1993 

A. PROGRAMME 

SUNDAY, 18 APRJL !993 

09h30-!0b00 

FIRST SEsSION 
I Oh00-13h00 

Opening of the Conference 
Ambassador Dr. !hab SOROUR, Director, institute of Diplomatic Studies 
Sverre LoDGAARD, Directoc, UNIDIR 

Keynote address 
His Excellency The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Egypt, Dr. Amre MOUSSA 

Security and Disarmament in the Middle East: The Parameters 

Chairperson: Mounir ZAHRAN, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Egypt to the 
United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland 

Reports: 
* Geopolitics of the region 

Ali Fuat BOROVAL!, Associate Professor, Dept. of International Relations, Bilkent 
University, Ankara, Turkey 
(How can the region be defined, should the region be defined in subregions, what 
consequences for security?, what are the power configurations in the region, what is 
the role of the extra-regional Powers) 

* Aspects of security in the region 
Gbassan SAI.AME, Director of R.,;earcb, CNRS, University of Paris I, Paris, France 
(The different military threats and threat perceptions (eg. the peace tallcs, Iraq, etc..) 
and the different non-military threats and threat perceptions (eg. the oil and water 
situJJtions, populations movements, refugees, immigration, etc .. ) 

_ · Discussants: 
Karirn AT ASS!, Head of Field Office, UN HCR, Rafba, Saudi Arabia 
Jasirn ABDULGHAl'll, Deputy Director, Legal Dept., Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Abu 
Dbabi, United Arab Emirates 
Gerald STE!NBERG, Research Director, Dept. of Political Science, Bar llan University, 
Tel A viv, Israel 

General discusst'on 

.. ) ... 
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SECOND SESSrON 
15h00-18h00 Security and Disarmament 1n the Middle East: The Main Issues 

Chairperson: Houda KANOUN, Member of Parliament, Tunis, Tunisia 

Reports: 
* Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and of ballistic missiles: what are the 

dangers and what are the possible regional and global solutions? 
Mahmoud KAREM, Director, Dept. of Disarmament Affairs, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Cairo, Egypt 
(Zone free of weapons of mass destruction, CW convention, involvement of UN 
Security Council, Special Commission, etc . .) 

* Conventional weapons and arms transfers 
Saleh AL-MAN1, Chairman, Dept. of Political Science, King Saud University, Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia 

Discussants: 
Shafeeq GHABRA, College of Commerce, Economics & Political Science, Department 
of Political Science, Kuwait University, Kuwait City, Kuwait 
Hassan GHA.HVECHI MAssHADr, Counsellor-in-charge of Disarmament, Permanent 
Mission of Iran to the United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland 

General Discussion 

MONDAY, 19 APRIL 1993 
THIRD SESSroN 
10b00-l3b00 Security and Disarmament ln the Middle East: Regional Responses 

Chairperson: Ihab SoROUR, Director, Institute for Diplomatic Studies, Cairo, Egypt 

Reports: 
* Strengthening, and creation of, Institutional mechanisms for Middle Eastern 

Security and Disarmament 
Abdallah TOUKAN, Director, The Higher Council for Science and Technology and 

··Jordan's chief delegate to the multilateral negotiations on disarmament, Amman, 
Jordan 

* Confidence and Security Building Measures 
Ariel LEYITE, Senior Research Associate, The J affee Ceoter for Strategic Studies, Tel 
Aviv, Israel 

Discussants 
Saif BrN HAsH!!. AL-MAsKERY, Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs, Gulf 
Co-operation Council, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Nabil FAHMY, Political Adviser of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Egypt's Chief 
Delegate to the Multilateral Negotiations on Disarmament , Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Cairo, Egypt 
Suha UMAR, Minister Plenipotentiary, Deputy Director General for Mutual Security 
and Disarmament Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ankara. Turkey 

General Discussion 
..J. .. 
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FOURTH SEssiON 

15h00-18h00 Round table: (a) Research Priorities, (b) Academic Co-operation 

Chairperson: Sverre LODGAARD, Director, UNIDIR 

12 Apri11993, UNID!R Conference Middle East 3 
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B. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Saleh ABDEL-JAWAD, Professor of Political Science, Dept. of History, Gecgraphy and Political Science, Biaeit 
University, Birzeit, Westbank 

Jasim ABDULGHAN!, Deputy Director, Legal Dept., Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Abu Dhabi, United Arab 
Emirates 

Mohammed AL-HAssAN, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of the Sultanate of Oman to the United Nations, 
Geneva, Switzerland 

Roberto AL!BONI, Director of Studies, Istituto Affari Internazionali, Rome, Italy 
Saleh AL-MANI, Chairman, Dept. of Political Science, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Karim AT ASS!, Head of Field Office, UN HCR, Rafba, Saudi Arabia 
Saif BrN HAsHIL AL-MAsKERY, Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs, The Cooperation Council for 

the Arab States of the Gulf, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Ali Fuat BOROVALI, Associate Professor, Dept. of International Relations, Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey 
Lean BOUVIER, Arnbassadeur de France, Paris, France* 
Ali E. Hillal DESSOUKI, Director, Ceoter for Political Research and Studies, Cairo University ( CPRS), Cairo, 

Egypt 
Omran EL-SHAFE!, Ambassador, National Center for Middle East Studies, .Cairo, Egypt 
Nabil FAHMY, Political Adviser of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Egypt's Chief Delegate to the Multilateral 

Negotiations on Disarmament, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Cairo, Egypt 
Shafeeq GHABRA, College of Commerce, Economics & Political Science, Department of Political Science, 

Kuwait University, Kuwait City, Kuwait 
Hassan GHAHVECHI MAsSHADl, Counsellor-in-charge of Disarmament, Permanent Mission of Iran to the United 

Nations, Geneva, Switzerland 
lbrahim HADDAD, Director General, Atomic Energy Commission (AECS), Damascus, Syria 
Josef HOUK, Ambassador, Federal Government Commissioner for Disarmament & Arms Control, Foreign Office 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, Boon, Germany* 
Houda KANOUN, Member of Parliament, Tunis, Tunisia 
Mabmoud KARE..\1, Director, Dept. of Disarmament Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Cairo, Egypt 
Ariel LEvrrE, Senior Research Associate, J affee Cetlter for Strategic Studies, Tel A viv University, Tel A viv, 

Israel 
Salim NASR, Program Officer, The Ford Foundation, Cairo, Egypt 
Alan PLATT, Senior Fellow, The Rand Corporation, Washington DC, USA 
Ghassan SALAME, Director of Studies, CNRS, and Professor at U.aiversity-of Paris I, Paris, France 
Paul SALEM, Director, The Lebanese Center for Policy Studies, Beirut, Lebanon 
Yezid 'SAYIGH; St Anthony ·College, University of Oxford,. Oxford, United Kingdom 
Mohacned SHAKER, Ambassador, Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt, London, United Kingdom 
John SIMPSON; Director, Mountbatten Centre for Internatiooal Studies, Southampton, UK* 
Nikolai V. SOFINSKY, Deputy Director, Analysis and Forecasting Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Moscow, Russian Federatioo 
Gerald STEINBERG, Research Director, Center for Strategic Studies, Dept. of Political Science, Bar Ilan 

University, Tel Aviv, Israel 
Col. (Retd.) Atx!ul Raharnan SULTAN, Chairman, The Arabian Establishment for Strategic Affairs (AESA), 

Saana, Yemen 

.. ./ ... 
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Abdullah TOUKAN, Science Advisor to His Majesty King Hussein and Jordan's chief delegate to the multilateral 
negotiations oa disannament, Amman, Jordan 

Suba UMAR, Minister Plenipotentiary, Deputy Director General for Mutual Security and Disarmament Affairs, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ankara, Turkey 

Mounir ZAHRAN, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of the Arab Republic of Egypt to the United Nations, 
Geneva, Switzerland 

*=Member of UNIDIR Board of Trustees 

UNIDIR 
Sverre LODGAARD, Director 
Serge SUR, Deputy Director 
Cbantal DE JONGE 0UDRAAT, Senior Research Associate 
Pericles GASP ARINI AL YES, Research Associate 
Sophie DANIEL, Conference Secretary 
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Regional Disarmament 

By Dr. Mounir ZAHRAN1
\ 

The discussions on regional approaches to disarmament cannot 

be taken in isolation of the global approaches; they are not 

mutually exclusive but are indeed mutually reinforcing. There is 

certainly an interrelationship between regional disarmament and 

global security, arms limitations and disarmament. Regional and 

global approaches to disarmament complement each other. Both should 

be purs~ed in order to promote regional peace and security. It has 

been ;::ccognizeci that the regional approach to disarmament is 

conside:-:-ed to be one of the essential elements in the global 

efforts to strengthen international peace and security. On the 

other hand, the effective disarmament measures taken at the global 

level,. particularly in the field of nuclear weapons and other 

weapons of mass destruction, would have a positive impact on 

regional disarmament efforts. By the same token, any regional 

measu;::es should take into account the relationship between security 

in the region in question ar.d international security as a whole. It 

is u~de~s~aoa that any regional arrenssment or measure of 

disarmament should respect and take into account the purposes and 

princip~.es enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations. It 

should be made in conformity with international law including the 

principle of sovereign equality of all states, non use or threat of 

1
\ Permanent Representative of Egypt to the United Nations 

Office and other international organizations in Geneva. 
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use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or 

political independence of any State, non-intervention and non

interference in the internal affairs of other States; the 

inviolability of international frontiers, the inherent right of 

States to individual and collective self-defence and the peaceful 

settlement of disputes. 

It has been recognized that earmarking resources for 

potentially destructive purposes is in contrast to the need for the 

sustainable social and economic development. Thus reduction in 

military expenditure following the conclusion of global, regional 

and bilateral disarmament agreements could yield resources to serve 

social and economic development particularly in developing 

countries. Such disarmament agreements, including regional 

measures, should aim at the establishment of military balance at 

the lowest level of armament without diminishing the security of 

each State belonging to the same region. Such measures should also 

aim at averting the capability for large-scale offensive and 

preemptive military attacks. Disarmament measures in one region 

should not lead to increasing arms transfers to other regions or to 

the displacement of military imbalance or tension from one region 

to the other. It has been universally agreed that the 

implementation of regional disarmament arrangements require the 

adoption, at the international level as well as at the regional 
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level, of confidence-building and transparency measures. It is the 

understanding of 

compliance with 

measures, depends 

experts in the subject matter that to ensure 

disarmament agreements, including regional 

on the adoption and the implementation of 

verification measures. 

The United Nations Disarmament Commission adopted in 1980 

"Guidelines for confidence-building measures at the global- and 

regional levels". These guidelines have to be inspired by States in 

their endeavors to conclude regional arrangements for arms 

limitation and disarmament. Confidence-building measures comprise 

notification of large-scale military maneuvers, exchange of 

military data, reduction of military capabilities, open skies 

arrangements, di~logue and regular consultations, cooperation 

including in non-military fields encompassing political, economic, 

social and cultural fields. Such measures adopted within the 

context of any particular region could reduce the risk of 

misinterpretation and miscalculation, thus foster transparency and 

openness ensure mutual confidence and enhance friendly relations 

between states belonging to same region. Such measures contribute 

to the maintenance of regional and international peace and 

security. This is the "raison d • et re" behind General Assembly • s 

invitation and encouragement comprised in its resolution 47/52G in 

its operative paragraph 10; " which invited " all States to 
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conclude, whenever possible, agreements on arms limitation and 

confidence-building measures at the regional level, including those 

conducive to avoiding the proliferation of weapons of mass 

destruction". 

In addition, General Assembly Resolution 47/54J in its 

cp2:::at::_-,,,'" paragraph 5 "Supports and encourages efforts aimed at 

promoting confidence-building measures at regional and subregional 

levels in order to ease regional tensions and to further 

disarmament and nuclear-non-proliferation measures at regional and 

subregional levels". 

C:he negotiation and implementation of disarmament measures in 

the Middle East has strategic significance because of its conflicts 

and potentialities and their direct relationship to international 

~eace and security. This is why Egypt stresses the importance of 

7-he follow up of paragraph 63 (d) of the Final Document of the 

Tenth Special session of the General Assembly Devoted to 

Disarmament of 1978 concerning the establishment of a nuclear-

weapon-free zone in the Middle East, as a means to enhance 

international peace and security in the region. 

In his report entitled "Agenda For Peace" 2 pursuant to the 

2 Boutros Boutros Ghali, Secretary General of the United 
Nations, "Agenda for Peace", United Nations, New York, 1992, pp.l3-
19. 
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statement adopted by the Summit Meeting of the Security Council on 

31 January 1993, the Secretary General of the United Nations dealt 

with the challenges of the post cold war period in areas of. 

conflict resolution, preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, 

peacekeeping, and post-conflict peace-building. Under chapter III 

of the ''Agenda For Peace'', entitled "Preventive Diplomacy'', the 

Secrstary General recommended the adoption of measures which would 

ease tension and/or create confidence. Among these measures he 

referred without elaboration to the establishment od demilitarized 

zones. The establishment of such zones is one of the means for the 

concretization of "regional disarmament''. 

Later in October 1992, at the occasion of Disarmament Week, 

the Secretary General introduced another report to address the 

complex issues of disarmament and international security. The new 

report is entitled "New Dimensions of Arms Regulation and 

3 Disarmament in the Post-Cold War Era" . The said report which, in 

my view, completes the first report "Agenda for Peace", did not 

consider in direct terms "regional disarmament" as one of the 

challenges of the new era in the field of n disarmament and 

international security". The focus of the above mentioned report 

\vas on: 

1- The integration of disarmament in the new international 

environment; 

3 
Document A/C.l/47/7. 
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2- the globalization, by enhancing the multilateralism; and 

3- the revitalization of the United Nation's role in the fields of 

disarmament and international security referring to the U.N. 

efforts to deal with weapons of mass destruction, the proliferation 

of weapons, the arms transfers and, last but not least, the 

transparency in arms and other confidence-building measures. 

While speaking about the multilateral approach to disarmament 

in the framework of globalization, the Secretary General said: '' 

one can imagine numerous ways in which regional approaches could 

enhance the process of global arms reduction." He added that " 

regional and sub-regional organizations can further the 

globalization of disarmament, both in cooperation with eachother 

and with the United Nations"'. He also recommended to build upon 

and revitalize the past achievements in arms regulation and arms 

reduction referring briefly to the realization multilaterally of 

the experience of Africa, Asia and Latin America5
, reminding of the 

existence of 11 global multilateral agreements, 4 regional 

multilateral agreements and 16 bilateral agreements 6
• These now 

reach 17 bilateral agreements following the signature in Moscow in 

January of 1993 of START II. 

On its part, the Conference on Disarmament was more elaborate. 

4 

5 

6 

Ibid. p.6 para. 16. 

Ibid. p.3 para. 6. 

Ibid. p. 7 para. 20. 
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It highlighted the crucial role of regional disarmament in the 

course of expressing its views on the above mentioned report of the 

Secretary General entitled " New Dimensions ... " pursuant to General 

Assembly Resolution 47/422 7
• In the views of the Conference on 

Disarmament " there is also a clear complementarity between 

regional and global approaches to arms limitation and disarmament. 

In this respect, the regional approach to disarmament is one of the 

essential elements in the global efforts to strengthen 

international peace and security, arms limitation and disarmament". 

The Conference added that " the objective of regional security 

should encourage universal adherence to global multilaterally 

negotiated disarmament agreements. In negotiating multilateral 

agreements, in particular in the field of confidence-building 

measures, the Conference should take into account all the security 

concerns of States in their regional context'' 6 
• 

In this context, Egypt has a firm conviction of the importance 

of eliminating the hazards of the proliferation of all weapons of 

mass destruction from the Middle East in order to avert the 

temptation of the States of the region to acquire such weapons, 

leading to the squandering of resources and opportunities for 

achieving prosperity for their peoples. This constitutes a grave 

7 

B 

Cf. CD/WP/441 dated 18 February 1993. 

Ibid. p.3 para 13. 
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threat to peace and security, both in the region and 

internationally. Against this background Egypt together with Iran 

has put forward the initiative since 1974 for the establishment of 

a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East • Later on President 

Mubarak launched an initiative in April 1990 for eliminating all 

weapons of mass destruction from the Middle East. The latter 

initiative received wide international support inter_alia Security 

Council Resolution 687 (1991) in its paragraph 14 This 

initiative constitutes the most appropriate framework for a 

balanced treatment of all weapons of mass destruction on a 

reciprocal and even-handed basis. In the views transmitted to the. 

Secretary General of the United Nations regarding his report 

entitled "New dimensions of arms regulations and disarmament in the 

post-cold war era"\, Egypt expressed its belief that " the 

Security Council must assume its responsibilities under the Charter 

with a view to developing the appropriate framework to ensure the 

implementation of the two initiatives, for the consolidation of 

international peace and security 1
\. This is one of the 

responsibilities of the Security Council in conformity with 

article 26 of the Charter; a role which has been highlighted by the 

Report of the Secretary General of the United Nations entitled An 

9
\ Doe. A/C. 1/4 7/7. 

10
\ Doe. A/47/887/Add.I. 
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11 Agenda for Peace \. This is an overview of some of the problems 

which will be dealt with during this important UNIDIR Conference 

which I had the pleasure to work closely with Dr. Sverre LODGAARD 

Director of UNIDIR and Ambassador Ihab SOROUR Director of the 

Egyptian Institute for Diplomatic Studies to ensure its good 

preparation and success. 

Our speakers inscribed in the program of work for this first 

Working Session of the Conference are: 

Mr. Ali Fuat BORAVALI, Associate Professor, Dept. of 

International Relations, Bilkent University, Ankara, who is going 

to present a report on the "Geopolitics of the Region." and 

Mr. Ghassan SALAME, Director of Research at the CNRS, 

University of Paris No.l, who is going to present a report on the 

''Aspects of Security in the Region''. 

Following the presentation of the two reports three participants in 

the Conference will be discussants of the reports, and then we will 

proceed to the general discussion. 

1
'\ Cf. Boutros Boutros Ghali, Agenda for Peace; United 

Nations, New York, 1992. 
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DEFINITION OF THE REGION 

The definition of the region has never been a straightforward matter, but controversial 

or even problematic. 1 The system that constitutes the Middle East has been defined in various 

ways but one can assume that it has its core in the Arabian Peninsula -- with the Gulf, the Red 

Sea and Eastern Mediterranean making up its boundaries in a loose sense. The system's 

peripheral limits can be said to extend from Morocco in the west to Afghanistan in the east. For 

instance, during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979, Afghanistan clearly had 

a major impact on the system. Similarly, the Iranian Revolution, starting in 1978, created major 

repercussions and disturbances all across the system. Later, the Iran-Iraq war became the main 

security concern during the years 1980-88. And, all this time, the disturbances in Lebanon, 

involving regional as well as extra-regional powers, were in full swing, not to mention the 

longstanding Arab-Israeli dispute over the status of Palestine. Therefore, in defining and 

redefinig the various boundaries and the inner I outer limits of the system, we might have to 

-· 
1 The question "Where is the Middle East? " has been the focus of an 1960 article by 

Roderic Davison (Foreign Affairs, July 1960). Davison raises the question: " Given the hopeless 
disunity among specialists and governments as to where the Middle East is, how can the term 
be intelligently employed?. " Among the solutions he envisages: "To admit frankly that there 
is no particular Middle East, but that there are as many Middle Easts as there are problems 
touching this fuzzy region in any way. " If that is the case, the Middle East must, on each 
occasion, be redefined. 



identify how and to what extent disturbances from within the system are carried across toward 

the outer limits -- as with the epicenter of an earthquake or ripples in a lake. 

In defining the Middle East as a region, we generally identify the Arabic, Iranian, 

Jewish, Turkish and Kurdish elements. When we talk of the Maghreb as part of the Middle 

Eastern system we see the Arabic (and Islamic ) factor at work. We can, therefore, say that 

Libya, Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco are part of the system in varying degrees, in a somewhat 

issue- dependent fashion. Similarly, recent developments in Somalia, a Muslim country in the 

horn of Africa right along the Bab-el Mandeb, has made that country peripherally part of the 

system,also considering the involvement of extra-regional powers. One could also say that 

developments in the Caucasus, (with particular reference to Azerbaijan and how it relates to 

Iran, Turkey and the reported involvement of Israel), have also involved that part of the region 

within the dynamics of the system, albeit in a peripheral manner. 

SYSTEMIC DYNAMICS IN RECENT TIMES 

If we take a. retrospective look at the modem history of the region and the various 

fluctuations within the system for the past 45 years, we see that different issues and/or conflicts 

have constituted the fulcrum of the system at different times, starting with the establishment of 

Israel in 1948. Since then, the various tensions-within the Arab World, under the overarching 

idea of Pan-Arabism, have created various faultlines along ideological lines and/or regime-type-

2 



-among "radical" Arab regimes, the moderates and conservative monarchies.2 Perhaps, Syria 

was the first to radicalize, to be followed by Nasser's Egypt, and then Iraq (1958) arid Libya 

(1969). Egypt was to turn "moderate" later on, while the two Yemens were radicalized. 

Algeria, starting out with a milder version of a Third World ideology, has retained a 

certain moderation in its external dealings. Therefore, Iraq, Syria and Libya (perhaps also the 

PLO) can be seen as constituting the centers of Arab radicalism in recent times. With the 

increased involvement of the Soviet Union, particularly during the 1970s, with radical Arab 

regimes, the potential- for intra-Arab conflict increased. While Syria has obviously been 

preoccupied with Israel, developments in Iraq and Libya (both OPEC members, bolstered by 

petrodollars ) gained momentum towards confrontation with regional and extra-regional powers. 

Within the Arab World, a retrospective look at the two decades since the Yom Kippur 

War in 1973 would indicate that, apart from the relatively localized Israeli-Palestinian issue and 

the civil war in Lebanon, the major tensions have developed mainly around issues associated 

with the two radical Arab regimes: Iraq and Libya. Therefore, one cannot rema1n 

indifferent to the observed relationship between radicalization of a regime and external 

confrontationist stance. The same holds for Iran. 

2 Radicalism according to Chamber's Dictionary denotes "wishing for great changes in the 
method of government. " Its emerging meaning has been "to look for solutions from the very 
roots of the problem. " After the Second World War, the term took on an anti-colonialist/ 
liberationist connotation (mainly anti-British and anti-French as the remaining colonial powers 
). While the anti-Western component stanged on the radicalist anger in the Middle East, later 
was refocused on the United States with particular emphasis deriving from the latter's 
benefaction of the State of Israel. While espousing the Pan-Arabist cause, Arab radicalism 
gradually incorporated socialistic elements, as documented in the Baathist program, coupled with 
criticisms of varying severity directed at "moderate" and "conservative" Arab regimes as well 
as Pahlavite Iran. More recently , radicalism has assumed an Islamist/ fundamentalist character, 
fmding various expressions in Libya, Iran, Sudan, Lebanon and Algeria. 
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One could also suggest that, at the fundamental level, most of the conflicts carry the 

leitmotif of Arab unification, which, given the ideological! regime diversity, has encountered 

expected resistances from non-radical Arab governments. Whether it was Nasser, the Iraqi Baath 

regime or Khaddafi's Libya, they have included Pan-Arabism in their declaratory policies against 

the background of skepticism and resistance in the rest of the Arab world. 

That the Middle Eastern system was shaken at its foundations by the Islamicist revolution 

in Iran needs no reiteration here. The revolution and the strategic transformation it brought to 

bear on the entire regional power configuration (particularly considering its almost simultaneous 

occurrence with the invasion of Afghanistan) still reverberates across the system. The Iranian 

threat, perceived and/or actual, was instrumental in defining the parameters of strategic 

assessments made across the Gulf and the region as a whole, before and during the Iran-Iraq 

war. So much so that, not only Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and other GCC countries bankrolled the 

Iraqi war effort in tens of billions of dollars but the West also devised its Gulf policies with the 

primacy of Iranian threat in mind. It may be ironic to note that the Iranian threat, which 

preoccupied the GCC countries throughout the 1980s, might have had the positive effect of 

constraining Iraq from attacking Kuwait and Saudi Arabia during more favorable times (while 

the Soviet Union was still a regional actor to contend with ). What is said here is that Iraq's 

protracted struggle with Iran, though explainable in terms of its own logic, constituted something 

of a diversion from the ideological/ regime confrontation with its Arab neighbors. Indeed, the 

delayed action came barely two years after the cessation of hostilities with Iran. 

At this point, it may be useful to refer to certain attempts by scholars and journalists to 

come up with new definitions of the region while trying to work out the implications of the 
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break-up of the Soviet Empire with regard to the systemic redefinition of the Middle East. In 

his recent article " Rethinking the Middle East ", Bernard Lewis argues that with the ending of 

the Cold War and the formal independence of the six Central Asian Republics, the previous 

artificial frontiers have been overcome and now the Middle Eastern system can be said to extend 

as far eastward as Tashkent and Alma Ata.3 As an instance of why Central Asia should be 

regarded as part of the system, Lewis cites the activities undertaken by Saudi Arabia, Iran, 

Pakistan and even Israel in Central Asia as well as Turkey's close involvement with its Turkic 

brethren. Lewis makes the point that the newly-independent Central Asians would have to make 

a stark choice between an elaborated CIS structure, Khomeinism and Kemalism. 

Notwithstanding Lewis' historical perspective, one could raise the question whether it is 

analytically convenient at this stage to conceive Central Asia as part of the Middle Eastern 

system. Therefore, one could say that though the Central Asian factor should receive 

consideration in an overall redefinition of the system but not to the extent of conceiving it as 

significantly impacting the core dynamics of Middle Eastern power configurations. 

SUBREGIONAL DYNAMICS: CONFLICT SITUATIONS 

A convenient way of defining and/or identifying subregions in the area would be to focus 

on conflict situations which exhibit varying degrees of intensity. Naturally, the immediate 

vicinity of the Arab-Israeli dispute would constitute such a subregion -- involving as it does 

Israel, Palestinian areas, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt. Regarding this chronic conflict 

3 Bernard Lewis, "Rethinking the Middle East" Foreign Affairs, Vol. 71, No.4. 
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situation a relatively recent development has been the initiation of the Mideast Peace Talks. Now 

that several rounds have been completed, the very fact of the parties coming together has 

produced certain expectations, currently suspended by the Palestinian expulsion crisis. One could 

note with some emphasis that since 1979, the Arab-Israeli dispute has conceded its central place 

to other momentous developments in the region. 

The main sub region - if one can call it that- for the last fourteen years has been the Gulf. 

Whether it was the Iranian Revolution, the Iran-Iraq war, the Gulf war (up to the present and 

beyond ), and with its parallel coastlines ominously facing each other, the Gulf has been the 

most contentious subregion in all these years. The recent US missile attacks into Iraq in the 

dying days of the Bush administration has, once again, demonstrated the Gulfs status as the 

pivotal subregion. It should be noted that, after the Gulf war, the Saudi airfields have become 

hosts to American warplanes and other military personnel. Kuwait has recently asked Britain and 

France to send troops to bolster the 1500-strong American military contingent already there. 

Kuwait also asked for and received US Patriot missile batteries.< Thus, after more than a 

decade of almost continual strife and instability, this sub region has attracted an apparently 

permanent extra-regional military presence. 

It should not come as a surprise that the Gulf has been the most unstable sub region since 

it has been the object of threats, on a rotative basis, from arguably the most militant regional 

powers in the Middle East. However, it would be wrong to assume that all is well within the 

intra-Arab framework of the GCC even at a time when Iran has reasserted claims to three islands 

in the Gulf. Qatar and Saudi Arabia are known to have engaged in a dispute over a border 

4 International Herald Tribune, January 20, 1993. 
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outpost in September 1992. An old territorial dispute between Qatar and Bahrain remains 

unsettled. Considering that the GCC is composed of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, 

Oman and United Arab Emirates, several of the dy"ads are seen to be potentially at odds with 

one another. 

Even a cursory look into the cartography of the Gulf (or Khalij-e-Fars in Iranian terms) 

would indicate the extent of the threat that would be perceived from the southern coastline as 

the northern landmass seem to be poised almost to descend upon it. Therefore, it is not difficult 

to explain the uneasiness felt by the GCC emirates in the face of recent indicators of Iranian 

rearmament. Given the ongoing trialectical interaction between Iran, Iraq and the GCC 

countries, it should be no wonder that the subregion would continue to be problematic. 

The internal developments in Algeria has put the spotlight on that area after a long spell 

of relative obscurity. Given the level of political radicalization in Algeria (as well as in Sudan, 

Egypt and even Tunisia ), the North African component of the Middle East system seems to 

have reinforced its systemic connections. The move the radicalization takes on an Islarnicst 

character- whether Shiite or Sunni- anxious speculation about possible Iranian involvement goes 

on the rise. While a conflict situation has intermittently existed between Egypt and Libya 

(leading Egypt to declare the common border as a potential war zone, and establish two air fields 

and keep up to four divisions in the area), the recent visit of Colonel Khaddafi to Cairo would 

seem to indicate that things are currently quiet on Egypt's western front. 

Yet another subregion could be identifiea as the southern tip of the Arabian Peninsula: 

Yemen, Bab-e! Mandeb (connecting the Red Sea with the Indian Ocean) and, in view of the 

recent developments in Somalia, the Horn of Africa. It may be premature to elaborate upon the 
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implications of conceiving this area as a subregion of the Middle Eastern system but indications 

are there: What happens in this contiguous zone may create repercussions to be felt in the rest 

of the system. Another point about identifying subregions is the previously referred point about 

whether to view the southern Caucasus and Central Asia as an extension of the system. 

Last but not least, one could dwell on whether to regard the southern contiguous zone 

of Turkey, with the transnational ethnic activity and the presence of a rather unique multinational 

force (referred as Poised Hammer or Provide Comfort), also as a subregion. It is quite obvious 

that the Poised Hammer, with its main base at Incirlik, owes its raison d'etre to developments 

emanating from the dynamics of the Middle Eastern system, the Gulf subregion in particular. 

It is important to note that the containment of the Baghdad regime has been premised upon the 

twin pillars of Incirlik in the north and Dhahran airbase in the south. And, this structure is ,, 

supported by the presence of US naval/air forces stationed in eastern Mediterranean and the 

northern Gulf. The strategic dilemma concerning the partition vs. preserving the unity of Iraq 

(with Kurds in the north and Shiite Arabs in the south) is very much part and parcel of the 

problematique pertaining to this subregion. 

SECUR1TY CONCERNS AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS 

Given the often-quoted complexity of the region, compounded by_ the interdynamics 

among the subregions, it may not be an easy task to depict the security concerns and. power 

configurations with adequate precision. However, one can refer to 

certain issue areas such as the proliferation of weapons ( both conventional and 
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nonconventional), the search for disarmament and/or other security arrangements, the increasing 

prevalence of transnational ethnic and religiously-inspired political movements, the complexities 

of intra-Arab disputes, the gathering chorus of identifying towards Iran as the main security 

threat (the correctness of which is open to debate) and the increasing involvement of extra-

regional actors in the regional/subsystem dynamics. 

Particularly worrying to some analysts is the growing Russian and Chinese involvement 

m the supplying of arms to the region. 5 As one instance, one could cite the Syrian case. 

Conventional wisdom would have indicated that after the collapse of the Soviet Union (and 

because the Soviets had been the main suppliers of arms to Syria ) Syria's military position 

would weaken. But, because of the extensive dumping of SovieUEastern European armaments 

at very favorable ruble exchange rates, the paradoxical result has been the strengthening of the 

Syrian arsenal in various categories. 

Similarly, Iran is reported to be on an extensive defense procurement/purchasing spree 

from Russian, Chinese and North Korean sources, including submarines, thus provoking anxious 

speculations in various Western capitals. At this point, one might well pose the question and 

consider whether Iran's purchasing of arms, reported to exceed two billion dollars last year (with 

a reported commitment of$ 10 billion for the next few years) should be viewed as legitimate 

defense expenditure, and perhaps as a somewhat opportunistic initiative to try and benefit from 

the buyer's market of arms so long as the good times last. It should be a veritable research 

question whether it is strictly necessary to read expansionist intentions into Iran's restoration 

5 John C. Gault and John K. Cooley, "The Gulf States Needs Arms Control ", International 
Herald Tribune,January 21, 1993. 
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of its military capability back to pre-1980 levels. In view of the increasingly prevalent regional 

and world analytic opinion that Iran is likely to constitute the main strategic threat to the security 

of the region, it is legitimate to ponder whether that is indeed the case. 

The point is crucial and needs a certain elaboration. In terms of historical experience, one 

might well remember the consequences of previous faulty identifications of main security threats 

in the region, particularly during the Iran-Iraq war. There are resurfaced notions of setting up 

a "reformed" Iraq to offset Iran.' The controversy seems to be premised on the notion that, for 

Iraq to balance off Tehran it would have to regain its control over Kurdish and Shiite areas. 

And, given Iran's manpower advantages and potentially greater military arsenal, Baghdad could 

hope to compete only by developing nuclear and chemical weapons.7 

All this shows how important it is to make clear and correct identifications as to the 

nature of potential military/strategic threats in the area. Referring to Turkish President Turgut 

Ozal's assessment of the strategic situation in the region and his track record over the issue, 

Leslie Gelb notes the potential pitfalls once again. 8 President Ozal has been on record saying 

that "though the Iranian regime will try to extend its control to other countries its efforts would 

6 See Leslie H. Gelb, "A Reformed Iraq to Offset Iran, Forget It", International Herald 
Tribune, January 18, 1993. Gelb points out that the idea· of building up Baghdad into its 
formerly conceived role as a bulwark against potential Iranian expansionism is once again heard 
among "some Arabists " in the State Department, in West European foreign ministries and 
among political leaders in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and elsewhere. According to Gelb, 
"what binds them in thinking the unthinkable is gathering dread of Iran and their belief that only 
Baghdad can keep the more dangerous Tehran at bay. " Gelb, concedes, however, that "it is 
scary to contemplate Iran's growing military might and support of Islamic fundamentalists 
seeking to convert more moderate Arab regimes." 

7 Ibid. 

8 Jim Hoagland, "Turkey, Not .. Iran or Iraq, Is the Important Near Eastern Player " 
International Herald Tribune, February 4, 1993. 
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not be very convincing. " In 1992, Iran had received only $ 12-16 billion in oil revenue to 

support a devastated economy. In terms of Ozal's analysis, while there has been ground for 

legitimate concern on the part of the regional countries and perhaps the rest of the world, one 

should not overestimate Iran. Gelb speaks of "George Bush's disastrous decision to give Iraq's 

Saddam Hussein the benefit of every doubt until the invasion of Kuwait. "9 As noted on earlier 

occasions, though it is not too difficult to emphatize with the security concerns of the Gulf 

countries, faced as they are with the growing military power of a resurgent Iran, this time 

without the benefit of the former Iraqi bulwark, one could also heed Ozal's call for a more 

circumspect and less impulsive assessment of any security threat emanating from Iran. But, that 

should not constrain the research/ analytic community from seriously questioning the 

implications of an apparent Iranian military restoration, with particular reference to the 

possibility of Iranian links with radical groups elsewhere in the region. 

A further qualification might be introduced here. Firstly, Saudi Arabia and other GCC 

Countries are engaged in an extensive armament program of their own (amounting to several 

billion dollars in 1992). While this may legitimately be viewed as a post-Kuwait traumatic 

syndrome (never to be caught unprepared again), the GCC rearmament can also be viewed as 

becoming an increasingly credible deterrent force on its own. Adding to this the extended 

presence of Western military power (in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the Gulf, Oman ), one could 

excused if one suspend judgement over labelling Iran as a net strategic threat. It may be an irony 

to consider that the present· accumulation of" the military hardware- in and around the Gulf, 

9 Ibid. Hoagland notes that "many of the same voices that urged Mr. Bush to go easy on 
Saddam ... are again trying that the top priority in the region must be confronting Iran." 
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dispatched for the express purpose of dealing with and containing Iraq, may now serve for 

keeping any latent Iranian expansionism in check. 

To say a few things with regard to Turkey over this point, one senses a growing systemic 

pressure to engage Turkey with the confrontational front against Iran. This was clearly evidenced 

during Prime Minister Suleyman Demirel's visit in late January to five GCC Countries ( 

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain and U AE). The Turkish delegation has been entreated 

with demands for Turkish vigilance against a probable Iranian threat. Coming at a time of 

widespread rumors concerning Iranian-linked terrorist activity inside Turkey itself, there may 

be a temptation for the Turkish government to involve itself in the formation taking shape 

against Iran. But, as Ozal has noted, the temptation should be resisted at this stage, barring a 

notable rise in hard evidence that Iran seriously intends to engage in an NBC program, 

disregarding all manner of nonproliferation rules. 

Given this definition of the situation, what kind of security arrangements, if at all, might 

be envisaged? To begin with, there are efforts to introduce non-proliferation measures into the 

area, as indicated by the chemical weapons convention that opened for signature in Paris in 

January 1993. In Peter Herby's book, The Chemical Weapons Convention and Arms Control 

in the Middle East, it is argued that the chemical weapons treaty gives the Middle East an 

opportunity to begin confidence building in the field of arms control. 10 It should be mentioned 

that Iran has announced its willingness to sign the convention. Apart from the confidence 

building measures, is there room for a formal or more explicitly structured security 

1° Further elaboration on these points can be found in Gault and Cooley, International Herald 
Tribune, January 21, 1993. 
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arrangement? Would it be possible or indeed necessary to envisage a Middle Eastern NATO? 

Currently, there is an implicit US guarantee to protect the GCC countries from potential Iranian 

or Iraqi encroachments. Whether, and/or to what extent, to formalize and institutionalize the 

current arrangements is a moot point. It seems permissible to suggest that any security 

arrangements that might conceivably take shape in the region is likely to continue to be on an 

ad hoc basis -- possibly along the lines of a Poised Hammer structure. 

THE ROLE OF EXTRA-REGIONAL POWERS 

Mention of the Poised Hammer may be a convenient point to focus and elaborate upon 

the role of the extra-regional powers in the region. It would almost be a cliche to say that with 

thle collapse of the Soviet Union, the traditional superpower rivalry in the region no longer 

holds, and the parameters of extra-regional involvement would have to be extensively revised. 

Since the Gulf region has been declared a vital strategic zone for the US ever since the Carter 

Doctrine, and as the US readiness to intervene, in one capacity or another, in the affairs of the 

region has been confirmed over and again since the early 1980s, it is safe to assume that any 

developments in the area would have to contend with US-designated parameters. However, to 

engage in a brief analytical exercise, would the US be able to muster the sort of support as it 

did during the Gulf War, this time against a possible Iranian hegemonic threat? 

The readiness of Syria and Egypt to join yet another coalition is highly questionable as 

evidenced by their ongoing reluctance to engage in regional security arrangements as 
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envisaged by the Damascus Declaration of 6 March 1991. 11 Turkey, on the other hand, is 

already saturated with all kinds of demands and obligations emanating from the Balkans, the 

Caucausus and northern Iraq. There are perceptions, however, that structural forces exist which 

may propel Turkey into a so-called "regional superpower " role in the Middle East, reluctantly 

or not. In a recent commentary, an observer notes: "Whether Turkey is strengthened or 

weakened by the enormous pressures and opportunities it confronts -- from its actual or potential 

involvement in Bosnia, the Central Asian Republics ... is one of the two three most important 

geostrategic questions on the global agenda for the next five years. "12 

While the Western European involvement in the region should be expected to follow 

along the US footpath in general terms, Britain and France may be expected to conceive and 

implement slightly different policies and modalities with regard to issues like northern Iraq and 

the status of the Kurds there. All of this, of course, presumes that Russia is unlikely to be 

resurgent enough to devote diplomatic resources to the area in any significant way. 

The one concrete issue that would confront Western powers would be to deal with, on 

an ongoing basis, the legal, strategic and political wrangle concerning the status oflraq. Whether 

it is the suspected presence of NBC development programs, currently monitored by UN 

inspection teams, and whether or not to lift the embargo, however partially, so long as Saddam 

Hussein remains in governmental authority will continue to be a main preoccupation of Western 

diplomacy for months, if not years, to come. The decision on the status of Iraq would 

11 These and related issues are extensively treated in Roland Dannreuther, "The Gulf 
Conflict: A Political and Strategic Analysis ", Adelphi Papers 264, Winter-1991-92. 

12 Hoagland, International Herald Tribune, February 4, 1993. 
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presumably be put within the larger context of regional stability, involving Iran, Kuwait, Saudi 

Arabia and the Gulf in general. What is clear is that the Iraqi question, when taken in 

conjunction with the presumed Iranian threat and the religious (Shiite) dimension of the issue, 

will demand the best analytic, diplomatic and strategic skills of extra-regional powers. 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT AND PROSPECTS 

In his comprehensive analysis of the political and strategic aspects of the Gulf conflict, 

Roland Dannreuther,critically points out that during the first half of 1990, as the peoples of 

Europe were celebrating the reunification and liberation of their continent, and were 

metaphorically and literally dancing in the streets, the analytic focus failed to shift gears in tune 

with the dramatically altered strategic context or paradigm. As such, the Eurocentric focus in 

1989 at the end of the Cold War, "tended to obscure the reality that in certain parts of the Third 

World the Cold War had long ceased to exert any substantial influence. "13 And, this was 

nowhere true than in the Gulf region and with regard to the two predominant powers in the area 

--Iran and Iraq. 

During the Iran-Iraq war, the two superpowers had separately concluded that the Iranian 

fundamentalist threat was the more serious and that Iraq would have to be implicitly (and 

explicitly) supported. From 1982 onwards, Iraq carried in the favor of both superpowers and 

their allies, as well as the majority of the Arab World. Military and economic aid entered the 

country from every corner of the world, deliberately encouraging the growth of Iraq's armed 

13 Dannreuther, p. 71. 
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forces. The subsequent redirection of Iraq's military power away from Iran towards 

expansionism elsewhere was the direct consequence of the disproportionate military might 

developed under the very eyes of the world. For this, Dannreuther concludes, the West as well 

as the Soviet Union and the Arab world must share most of the blame. The failure revealed the 

inherent danger of uncoordinated international diplomatic and military support directed toward 

containing one threat, resulting in the creation of other equally destabilizing threats. Iraq's 

invasion of Kuwait symbolized the ultimate failure of multinational efforts to secure regional 

stability, and thus constituted, "for the emerging post-Cold War international system ... an object 

lesson in the wrong approach to collective security. "14 

Aside from putting the blame on this or that regional I global actor, the present issue is 

whether we are in a better position to make the pertinent strategic assessments, in light of past 

mistakes and/or object lessons. Since, in so many ways, many of the world's trouble spots 

indicate a tendency to go back into a time tunnel (e.g. Sarajevo 1914 ), are we going to be 

capable of placing the issues in their proper historical/ strategic perspective? 

In the case of the Gulf, there is no doubt that the destruction of the Iraqi bulwark has 

created a power vacuum, in terms of classical balance of power analysis. However, does this 

necessarily mean that Iran is both willing and able (or capable) of embarking upon a full scale 

military adventure barely five years after a colossally costly war which it did not initiate? It is· 

true that its accumulation of arms might lead to the creation of an Iranian diplomatic hegemony 

in the area (a sort of Pax Iranica) without having to fire single shot, if it manages to cow the-.. ___ _ 

southern/western shore of the Gulf into uneasy submission. It is quite possible that for such an 

14 Ibid.' pp. 71-72. 
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eventuality an adequate deterrent capability and/or related security arrangements would have to 

be contrived. But, before that, an intensive and substantive analysis of Iranian foreign 

policy/strategic objectives would have to be undertaken. Otherwise, constant reiteration of an 

Iranian strategic threat in every possible forum might simply take on a momentum of its own. 

Looking at recent developments, Iran has shown a willingness to engage in diplomatic 

exchanges over developments in northern Iraq. Foreign ministers of Turkey, Syria and Iran have 

conducted two trilateral meetings so far -- Ankara in November and Damascus in February -

with a third planned in Tehran in a couple of months. Tehran and Ankara, long viewed as rivals 

for the hearts and minds (and the economies ) of the newly- emergent Central Asian republics 

have not clashed over the issue in any significant way so far. Iran clearly has a "southern 

Azerbaijan " problem but that could be handled within the accepted political norms and 

diplomatic framework. 

For those who feel the metallic chill of Iranian rearmament (and the possibility that it 

may also contain an NBC program ) it is entirely legitimate to engage in painstaking analysis 

and debate over the correct strategic evaluation of the developing situation -- especially while 

the trauma of 1990-91 is still fresh in so many minds. Perhaps this conference will be helpful 

in sorting out the precise nature of the threats involved, and working out innovative and 

productive ways for dealing with them. 
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introuvable securite, lndefinissable region_: 

Une revision ·fondamentale de notre approche de la securi~e au Moyen
Orien·t est encore a faire. Nous poserons ici que ceux parmi "les 
exper-ts" en analyse strategique qui seraient ignorant$ ~e la chose 
politigue, peu renseignes sur la culture de la region. in~ifferents aux 
evolutions sociales, trop confiants dans la pertinence sc:ientilique du 
concept "Moyen-Orient" ont jusqu'ici produit un corps de litterature 

' I 
qui, .dans son ensemble. parait ennuyeux a la lecture, rarement 
imaginatif et difficile a traduire en choix politiques. Lei'; appals au 
desar:mement sent, concernant le Moyen-Orient, . marque~ d'une telle 
hypocrisie (au vu de la place centraie· de la region sur lel marche des 
arme~) qu'ils en deviennent, le plus souvent ridicule$. Les trois 
reunions consacrees a I' arms control regional dans le cadre des 
negociations multilaterales -du processus de paix n'ont encore la1sse 
emerger. aucune idee orlginale. Les ecrits disponible~ sonr trop 
souvent repetitifs, depasses, au mieux un decompte pl~s ou moins 
alarmiste (suivant le parti pris), plus ou moiris exact (enl fonction de 
la q~alite de !'information) des avions, des· missiles e\ des chars 
deployes dans la zone. 

Ces ·"e~perts•·, forts de leurs calculs, nous ant depbint l'armee 
' irakier)ne comme "la quatrieme du monde" sans nous expt1quer encore 

- I 
d'une: maniere convaincante ce qui lui est vraiment arrive ides que les 
hostilites a Koweit ont commen9e. lis sent generalement ~op obseoos 
par l'~v~Jution du materiel pour nous renseigner sur le profil reel et le 
compQrtement possible de celui qui le manie. lnsehsibles aux 
contraintes economiques et sociales, ils chiffrent l'effprt militaire 
des parties, independamment des choix plus globaux :en mat1ere 
budge!.aire. Obt1Ubiles par les Etats, par les go.uvernements 

1 
en place et 

par !as armees dites "nation ales", ils ont tendance a ouplier que la 
raison: de regime l'emporte trap sou vent sur_ la • rcrison d'Etat et que les 
armee's sont plus souvent pretoriennes que nationales. etj a valoriser 

' . -plus que de raison le discours officiel en matiere de. se~unte. Leurs 
militaires paraissent reifies, detaches des societes dont ils sont 
issus,. chiffres m a is guere dechiffres. Une retlexion sJr !'instance 

' "' Dire6teur de recherche au CNRS, profcsseur a l'Institut d'etude~ p~litiques de 
Paris. 
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l'UNIDIR, ete re prod uit ou cite eo l'etat. 
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militaire au Moyen-Orie.nt est encore a· f,aire, . moirs dens son 
prolongemeht· politique, (deja defriche par Finer, Perl~utter, Abd ei
Malek et d'autres) que dans sa fonction exacte en tanti qu'appereil de 
poJvoir et machine de guerre. Entre la politisation ides militaires 
(di~cipline devenue classique depuis plus de trois :decennies, et 
notamment depuis la publication de Men on HorsebacJ:- de Finer), et le 
chiffnl.ge du materiel (du type Military baltwce ), it y a une zone 
lnterrriediaire encore peu interrogee, celle de la decisi:On en metiers 
mili.taire, indissociable, bien entendu, de la decision! politique tout 

' court, et au·dela celle-ci, celle de la fonction exacte du militaire 
da11s la societe en fonctlon de la perception exacte de :1a menace par 
ceux qui detiennent le pouvoir. 

raison d'Etat et raison de regime 

D'ou la pertinence de plusieurs questions eprstemologiques prealables. 
la .premiere etant cella du cadre geographigue de !'investigation. Nous 
ne reprendrons pas ici les polemiques rituelles sur ! les differentes 
defini~ions possibles du "Moyen-Orient", et qui s'inschvent sur une 
fourchette assez large pour que certains reduisent le Nloyen,Qrient au 
seul conflit israelo-arabe alors que d'autr>es l~etendent t'de Marrackech 
au' Bangla Desh" pour reprendre une tormule celebre a Boggy Bottom• . 
Cette questton est loin d'etre une interrogation scol?..flli~ue : Parler de 
securite, c'est definir une menace et partant expliclter sa source 
supposee dans l'espace; definir un rapport de forces, ~·est determiner 
les. acteurs, gouvernementaux ou non, qui doivent etre inclus dans son 
eq~,Jation. Or le Moyen-Orient est une ·zon'e dont il e~t pratiquement 
im~os:sible de dessiner les frontieres et partant, de :determiner les 
ac~eU:rs qu'il taut prendre en consideration lorsque de~ equations de 
sec:urite ou des causes d'insecurite sont a y reper~r. Faut-il par 
exemple y inclure le Maghreb? L'lran constitue-t-il une menace 
mil.ite:ire pour Israel, pour I'Egypte? La Gorne de I'Africfe est-elle une 
veritable source ··de soucis pour le Caire? Fau\-il dorenavant 
comptabiliser la Turquie dans le. rapport de forces regional? 
L'effondrement de !'empire sovietique a-HI vraiment; pousse I'As1e 
ce\'ltrale dans les equations de !'Orient . moyen? ;ces questions 
suscifent des reponses tres variables d'un dirigeant ;a !'autre: d'un 
analyste a !'autre, couvrant la zone dans un prouiHard geo
epist~mologique qui rend et la definition du theAtre et le listin_q des 

• voir, entre autres, l'essai connu de Nikki Keddie :"Wbcre 18 the !Middle East?" 
dans International Journal of Middle East Studies. 
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actej:Jrs deux missions sinon impossibles, du mo)ns toujours 
contestables. 

Sur une zone aux contours indefinissables, et en J'absenc1 d'un rapport, 
de forces central et partant organisateur de I' ensemble' regional. on 
pourr:ait penser a une vision securitaire en trainee d~ poudre 
I'UR SS ayant developpe une capacite nucleaire. la Chin~ ne pouvait 
feire' moins, ce qui poussa l'lnde A developper ses prop~es capacites, 

·· encourcigeant ainei le Pakistan a en faire 'autant. lra~ et lrak ne 
pouv~ie'nt que songer a se deter de cette . arme maint~nant que le 
Pakistan d'un c6te, Israel de J'autre en etaient detenteurls. Egypte et 
Syrie' ne pouvaient etre du reste, ni d'ailleurs la Libye, qe qui etendit 
la qu!te du nucleaire vers !'Quest, vers I'Aigerie et inevitablement le 
Maroc. C'est la un scenario mi-historique, m.Hmaginairk. J'essentiel 
etant· bien entendu qu'il est aisement imaginable. 11 trahit la realite. 
toujobrs verifiee, mais peuH!tre nullement a:us.si vivemeht que dans 
cette region, de la fluidite des cadres d'.analyse, dei la mobilite 
permanente de la menace, de la nature organiquemen~ diffuse du 
sentii:ne:nt d'insecurite. Cette diffusion geographique de: la menace, (A) 
dans · un systeme regional aux frontieres incertaines et :a !'existence 
d-oute·use, pousse evidemment certains acteur:S a multigli~r dens leur 
a! scours, sin on dans leur . esprit, les sources : potentielles :de danger : 
!'ancien ministre israelien de le defense se definissait ppur zone de 
menace et pertant d'intervention potentietle. un theatre! qui va du 
Maroc au Pakistan et son pays a developpe dans les annees 1980 des 
capac;ites ballistiques qui couvraient une bcinne partie i du territoire 
sovietique. L'URSS, par centre, avait souvent mis en avaht l'ioee que 
s~ pr'oximite avec la zone. !ui donnait des ?~oits que deb puissances 
lotntatnee, notamment atlanttques, ne pouvatent revend1qJer. 

Deuxi.eme prealable epistemologique : l'echat d'armement!; n'est pas. 
comme une hypothese aussi courante que fausse le laisse supposer. 

~ --- , I 

neces:Salrement lie a Jeur usage eventuel, e!fectif ou mem~. a titre de 
dissuasi-on. La correlation classique entre l'acuite d'~ne menace r." 
perc;:ue et le niveau d'acquisition de nouvefJes armes est done \..1.-/ 

-difticilement verifiabl,g. L'est encore moine la correlatidn entreu un 
systerne d'armes particulier et !'identification de l'acteur: hostile. De 
nombneux facteurs entrent en jeu qui ne rei event gu ere d'\.me veritable 
strategie militaire d'acquisition. Certes, un effort de rdtionalisation, 
d'origine technocratique, peut toujours intervenir avani ou apres 
qu'une decision ait ete prise, pour justifier !'acquisition d'llrmes ou le 
choix ··d'un systeme d'armes plut6t qu'un autre. Mais il serail naH de se 
contenter de ces justifications, de Jes prendre pour argEint comptant 
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ou o'iniaginer qu'ils ont ete les facteurs necessairement: cruciaux de 
la d~clsion. Des considerations de prestige, de diplomatie[ ou le desir, 
pour· un dirigeant plus ou mains haul plac;:e, d'el'\1pocher des 
commissions juteuses sur un marc he, jouent · un r61e so~ vent central. 
C'est pourquoi la · correlation, pourtant courante part~ut dans le 
monde, entre !'acquisition d'un armement donne et Ljne strategie 
militalre de long terme reste toujours a faire. En ternles clairs. il 
serail tout a fait peri[Jeux d'induire d'u:ne serie <!!'acquisitions 
militaire:s, la menace supposee par l'acquereur ou la r~alite de sa 
vision securitaire. 

Autre prealable epistemologique : la menace centre qui! exactement? 
Une :des faiblesses fondamentales de !'expertise dominante. c'est son 
orientation legale-rationne11e, pour reprert'dre l'expressipn' de Max 
Weber. On parle des Etats comme si ceux qui les dirigeaient agissaient 
dans: le cadre "d'interets nationaux" afferent : a des entifes etatiques 
dont :·ils auraient la charge. Sans aller jusqu'c'i dire que l'Etat est une 

. . I 
structure "importee" (pour reprendre le titre du dernier; ouvrage de 
Bertrand Badie*) et sans lendemain, force est de cons~ater que la 
defini·tion des soi-disant "interEits nation.aux" est pne espece 
d•exerciCe surrealiste dans la majorite des cas' concernes. !Car c'est en 
pnndpe la raison d'Etat qui preside a la raison de s'armer. Or I'Etat. 

' ' ~ 
dans: de nombreux cas moyen-orientaux, n'est que l'ossa~ure formelle 
-exterrl'"l'. et fa limiTe geographlque d'un pouvo\r, ct·un re~me, doni la 
logi'1UA AS! d'autant plus difficile a cerner qu'elle avance1 pracis&ment 
'masques en raison d'Etat. Nous poserons 1c1 que les tegimes son\ 
Identifies plus souvent qus les Etats comme sources de m~nace. ce qui 
fait qu'un Etat peut subitement passer de • la case "ami" a celle 

' d"enriemi", du seul fait d'un coup d'Etat ou d'un changetnent de son 
e!fte .dirigeante. L'Etat etant mal enracine, perc;:u comn)e un cadre 
passa'ger, DU du mains reversible dans la majorite des :cas, Ce qui 
menace, c'est la politique hie et nunc d'un regime voisin ip\us souvent 
que li=s ambitions supposees "eternelles" d'un Etat proche. · 

La nature superficielle des· Etats fait q~e !'interaction ent~e eux est ( 
a quelques exceptions pres) fortement marquee par • le present 

; · immedi.at ou l'av~~ir trg_s~Joche, non par _les c~nsiderations 
strat~:g1ques des Vledles nat1ons. C'est que les m1m1t1eS h1sronques 
se conjuguent en termes non-etatiques: sunnite/chide; dar al
lslami,dar ai-harb; arabe/persan; turc/ arabe/. persan. Ce~ categories 
sont , sans aucun doute 'des reperes emotionnellement Jftectifs dans 

• Bertrand Badie, I'EUJr imporce, Fayard, Paris, 1993 
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la memoire collective et c'est pourquoi elle:s peuvent effectivement 
lltre inanipulees un jour ou !'autre par tel ou tel regime de: la zone. Le 

' I 

prob!E::me cependant c'est que ce sont des cat-egories inad~quates avec 
la realite des Etats actuels. Les mythes politiqueme'nt Jes plus 
efficates se retrouvent ainsi sans appareils politiques etatiques pour 
s'y incacner et les Etats se retrouvent prives ·de mythes pufssants qui 
leur scient propres. 

La trag:ilite des frontieres etatiques, !'absence, ou d:u mains la 
faible~se, des modes de legitimation democratique et la persistence 
de profondes nostalgies pour des structures politi~ues supra
etatique•s (pan-arabisme par exemple ou /'umma islamiq~e) poussent 
Jes regimes en place a rechercher des bases de legitim~tion au-dela 
de f'eurs frontieres a !'ingerence, !'Intervention ~ilitaire, la 
corruptiOn, le soutien multiforme a des forces oppos1 ~on ans les 
pays vois1ns, les appels explicites au renversement de regimes donnes 
·etc. Or la legitimation par !'eXpansion exige ,a~ee--de1 se mesurer 
militairement, si possible de maniere spectacu.laire, au vbisin, proche 
et rivaL En aucune maniere, !'effort militairoe ne sera 'explicitement 
lie a cette rivalite entre pays et entre regimes. Mais :cette rivalite 
habit~ra tortement les esprits. Les conflits entre regimes arabes et 
islamiques, endemiques depuis l'independance de ces pay~. est, aussi. 
une lutte permanente pour. !'appropriation de$ mythes port$urs dans un 
envirQn!'l.ement ou les Etats n'ont pas vraiment · reussi a ! se mu er en 
natio1~s et a se deter, ce faisant, de mythes internee lutilea e. leur 
cohesion sociale. La domination de structures· de pouvoir ,peu ou prou 
autodtaires sur !'ensemble de la zone aggrave cetle recherche de 
myth~s transfrontaliers il est toujours mains coutel..Ix pour un 
regime . autoritaire de pretendre litre le porteur de quelque mythe 
fondateur que de representer democratiquement un peuple : donne. 

Cette inadequation de l'etatique et du mythique est l~in d'etre le 
propre des pays arabes et musulmans. Elle est enco.re r1Jus aigue en 
lsraei o.u les considerations de securite glissent immanqo/ablement de 
!'analyse rationnelle de la menace effective posee a l'Etal d'Jsrael par 
ses voisins a !'incantation d'un passe recent extri!memer\~ douloureux. 
Que ce passe concerne plus les juits que les lsraeliers. que son 
thMtre ait ete !'Europe et non le Moyen-Orient,. que les Arabes aient 
ete etra-ngers au second conflit mondial et encore plus a I'Holaucoste 
sont des verites difficilement integrables avec le sentiment 
d'ins~curite en Israel. Un malentendu profond compliqu~ de ce fait 
l'accq modation des be so ins de securite des uns et des: autres : le 
souvenir de I'Holocauste pousse a la recherche d'une securlte absolue 
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que .. les Arabes, fondamentalement etrangers a l'histoir~ europeenne. 
peuvent difficilement fournir, a supposer qu'ils en ilient pns la 
deci$ion. Mais de !'autre cOte, les Arabes sent trop co1scients de la 
supr.ematie militaire et technologique d'fsrael et de son 
expa,nsionnieme territorial assume pour poouvoir atjmettre · une 
legitimation de cette suprematie et d.e cet ex~ansionnisme, 
legiUma1ion qui serait enracinee dans d'autres fieux. dens d'autres 
temps et en fonction d'une mythologie biblique a laquelle ifs ne 
sauri!,ieot'lt acceder, et .encore mains souscrire. La. positibn israelienne 
de bseo (il n' y aura poo de ;sec-:>nd Hu/v<.:au:slt:) "~L. pri:ltiquement 
incomprehensible a leurs ennemis; les lsraeliens d,e leur elite. 
paraissent insensibles au fait qu'ils sent fo!'ldamental~ment perc;us . 
comine des spoliateurs etrangers a la zone qui se recl<;ment de 
tragedies passees pour imposer une domination presente et comme 
insatiable. 

Cette inadequation du mythique et de l'etatique place le regime au 
centre des calculs, et sa raison eu centre de toute analyse, car c'est 
bien ·.le regime (et non I'Etat) qui peut se · saisir d'un mxthe don ne 
{ara!Sisme, islamisme, histoire du p.euple juif. ·persiaols..r!:!e. 
toiJfaJfisme etc.) et !'utiliser a son profit • dans une !operation de 

~legitim6't·lon ou unregime'\et souvent un individu particu¥er a la tete 
ae ce regime) cherche a se presenter comme le porteur d'un mythe 
donne qui est de nature a justifier des oper.·ations regiorliales, ailleurs 
aisement condamnables au nom du principe de la don-ingerence 
De11 it:1 <: le:; ac11ons oe la syne, de l'lraK, de /'Arabia' saoudite. il 
faudra toujours recherche( les calculs des r~gimes autant sinon plus 
quo ioo r~ioono d'CtQ't ..:..t ·iu JJVIilh-(UC CC' \..UIIJ.Uy.ue c:tU f1U~lJOJen aU~OUf 

de d~cisions individuelles, celles de Nasser, de. Saddam, de Khomeyni 
ou encore de Hassan 11. Du coup, des decisions militaire~ · essentielles 
peuvent rester inexplicables si la raison · du regime' n'etait pas 
invoquee au moins concuremmenL_avec la raison d'Etat. Comment 
expliquer autrement la maniere pour le moins sureprenante dent les · 
lrakie)ls se sent retires du Koweit, -les atermoiements de: la presence 
syrier'lne au Liban ou les retards a appliquer un service militaire 
obligatoire dans le royaume saoudien et dans · les autres 
petromonarchies? Ce sont la des choix de regimes souciel.Jx de survie 
plus que des or.ientations~Etats pre-occupes de securite. 

Si la raison de regime l'emporte souvent sur la raison d'Etat, la 
pretorlanisation de l'armee devient monnaie courante. Da~s la plupart 
des cas ici consideres, la fonction essentielle de l'armeei est interne. 
Le doublement du personnel de l'armee syrienne entre 197:8 et 1984 a 

.. 
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ete pre·sente par !'expertise dominante comma lie aux• Accords de 
Camp David et A la volonte syrienne d'etablir "une parite strategique" 
avec~' lsralil apres que I'Egypte .se soit soustraite a l'equbtion militaire 
israelo•arabe. Cette motivation officielte prise pour argent 
comptal'lt par les adversaires de la Syria, a pu effectlv<lment motiver 
certalnes decisions de l'epoque (notamment en matiere. aenenne et 
balllstlqt:~e). mais 11 serait -nalf de ne pas relier cet effori de l'epoque 
aux troubles internes du regime, et notamment le defi albrs pose par 
le mouvement des Freres musulmans, et qui avaient tailli aboutir il 
son renversement. La loyaut~ du corps d'officiers au regime en place 
est partant posee en critere predominant. ce qui n'est p~s sans effet 
sur la representation toujours biaisee de la seciete au se!n des forces 
armees, aboutissant a l'impossibilite de constitution d'une armee 
vraiment nationale du type Valmy. 

Car si la raison d'Etat n'est souvent qu'un masque a la ralson de 
regim~lalocalisa!ion de la menace deviant fondlimentalement 
interl')e alors que la menace externa est creditee d'up niveau de 

gravite proportionnel 11 ses effets 1nternes · ~otentiels f?lus qu'il sa 
gravite propre. One benne partie du surrealisme qui er1toure le conflit 
israet:o-arabeet une des raisons fondamentales du succ~s mediatique 
d'lsrael. reside precisement dans le serieux avec lequel na redoutable 
machine de propaganda . israelienne fait semblant de prendre les 
menC~ces arabes. Israel a intelligemment pris l'habitude de 
surva:loriser le discours arabe d'hostilite a son egard, non pas tant 
parce: que · les lsraeliens ignoreraient les fonctions interr'.les de cette 
legitimation de !'armament arabe par la menace externa; mais plut6t 
parce que ce discours utile aux regimes arabes a l'irjterieur, etail 
egalement utile a Israel a l'exterieur_ Les regimes arabes masquaient 
une 'Jogique au mains partiellement pretorienne en agitant· la menace 
israe[ier!Jne, Israel agitait le disc ours hostile des regimes: arabes pour 
de :nouvelles acquisitions militaires et de nouve:Sux succes 
diplo1)1ati ques a I'etranger. Le me me discours pouvait ainBi servir ceux 
qui I~ proferaient autant que leurs adversaires, dans un j~u de miroirs 
defor[nes que ies "experts" tardent a denonc;:er; quand ils ril'en S'Ont pas 
entieiement dupes. 

Du coup la vision securitaire est bien moms territorialisee 
q<J'ai[leurs. On n'insistera jamais assez sur le fait que le droit 
international public, celui de Grotius. de Viioria, et de la CIJ, est 
forteinent determine par le concept de territoire rational. de 
frontiere, de souverainete_ Mais il s'agit la, bien en~endu. d'une 
traditlon culturelle (europeenne) bien particuliere au ·depart quel 
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qu'ait ete par la suite son rayonnement universe!. Ul op la tradition 
nomadique (avec un attachement au territoire necessairement moins 
marque que dans les zones plus anciennemenl sedentartisees) a ete 
dominante, la ou !'identification politique etaii plus deter)'ninee par le 
lignage .·que par la residence effective la ou la foi religieuse 
determinait souvent le lieu de residence plutlit que • !'inverse, la 
~.te est une categorie recente et encore eu ~racin~e. Du 
coupi ~~~ perception e securite n'est pas aisernent proje~able sur des 
configurations geographiques : il n'y a ni Pyrennees p~otectrices. ni 
ligne des Vosges, mais fondamentalement une espece de comp~tition 
permanente entre 'asabiyyas, chacune visant a dominer t'aum-oti-d'U'""' 
'mains a .la rendre dependante. Une bonne partie de I'Histoire de la 
region est ainsi explicable par la rivalite (notammment la malite 
saoudo-hachemite) non pas tant entre pays territoriali,ses qu'entre 
dyna$ties dont le domeine territorial n'etait pas seuleinent indefini 
mais meme mobile : les Hachemites, par exemple, ont pu non 
seulement etendre. mais effectivement depla~er leur~ aspirations 
ciynastiques de la Mecque a Damas, de Bagdad a Amman .• de Basrah a 
Jerus·alem au cours de deux ou trois decennie.s a peine. ·\Is pouvaient 
difficilement maintenir un quelconque ennemi hereditalre (national 
sinon dynastique) alors qu'ils ont ete tantlit instailes par les 
Britanniques tanto! elimines par eux, que leur relation avec lsra~l est 
faite :a la fois de collusions (pour reprendre le mot de Avi Shlaim pour 
1948} et de collisions (comme en 1967). 

un pMro-dinar belligene 

Au-dela de ces. interrogations epistemo!ogiquas. le climat 
d'inse.curite regional semble cause, ou du moins aggrave. par une serie 
de facteurs propres a la region qui se superplilsent a d'autres observes 
ailleutfo (et qu<: l'on no rappollora pa<> i<.:i). Nuus '='fl chois)rons. a lllre 
illustratif plut6t qu'exhaustif, quelques uns. 

Le premier de ces facteurs c'est la realite des enjeux: strategiques 
dans. cette partie du mon_<!e, et notamment celui du ~· Une 
correlation securitaire essentlelle (quoique fort peu expli).:;itee) est a 
chercher entre la decouvertes des fabuleux gisements petroliers du 
M1:lyen-Orient, et la naissance, a la meme eQOque, de la:ylupart des 
Etats: de la region.._ Ces deux phenomenes ne sont pas unique men\ 
contemporains (ce que !'on ne note· deja pas assez) mals aussi fort 
imbricjues l'un dans !'autre. Les frontieres septentrionalfs de l'lrak 
ont ete delimitees avec le petrole de Mossoul a· !'esprit. lles frontieres 
actuaries de I'Aigerie sont explicables par les reserves : sahariennes. 
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Pluc ·.important encore, le :syl>t<!cmc: ctati4u" c.Ju. GoiJe. largement llxe 

par la conference (convoquee par Londres) 'de 'Uqayr ~n i 9:22, est 
largement determine par les calculs petrolier:s. 11 en re~Jsort que le 
petrofe ~est garant de la survie meme des Etats produdeurs en tant 
qu'Etats. que see reserves en la matiere, expliquent par exemple 
!'existence d'un Etat comtne le Oatar et !'inexistence parall&le d'un 
Etat .souverain au profit de la grande tribu des Oawassiml La tragedie 
l::urde: est peu et prou liee aux reserves de Kirkouk. l'exisler~ce unitaire 
de la, Lib ye a des calculs du me me ordre. 

11 en re.ssort d'abord que le petrole et ant un produit fini~sable. il est 
dffficile de garantir la survie de nombreux Etats au-deiA de leurs 
reserves en ressources energetiques. C'est la un theme-tabou. 
notamment pour les premiers concernes. Mai.s ce que lee ~irigeants ne 
peuvent pas dire, l'analyste se doit d'interroger. Le moride a certes 
connu depuis le debut de ce siecle une multiplication quasi cancereuse 
des "j::tats souverains·. un phenomene qui s'est encore acdentue depui s 
la fin de la guerre froide et l'effondrement de I'URS S. Mais le 
phenomena parart tout a fait reversible si on se. rappelle que le siecle 
prece-dent avait ete temoin d'une tendance Inverse. il 

l'amoindrissement du nombre d'entites etatiques du fait de 
!'unification allemande et italienne et de !'expansion coloni;ale. Or. au
deiA des questions de cuhesion interne et de chances de surv1e. une 
telle :correlation entre !'existence de certains Etats et t:eur fonct10n 
de producteurs d'une matiere finissable pose pr,obl!~me. et $e trouve en 
fait au centre meme du non-dit securitaire qui est le leur. 

11 en ',ressort ensuite, sur un terme plus court, que tant qlie le petrole 
COU!e, et tant qu'li constitue une matiere strategique. tdute revision 
ou statu quo territonal ne pourra se faire impunement. Saddam 

11usseTnl'aura appris a ses depens (ou plut6t a ceux de l'lrlak) et avant 
lui Nasser lors de sa (mes-)aventure yeme:nite, mais :Peter Odell 
l'avait deja note il y a plus de 30 ans: les puissa11c_es : occidentales 
son! partisanes du statu quo dans les zones productrices 'de matieres 
premi~res strategiques*. La dependance· sur le petrole pour la 
naissance de certains Etats (peche originel) · se double a in si d'une. 
relation clientelaire avec ces memes pl,lissances occidentales 
invitee.s a defendre si necessaire par la f~rce, un stl!tu quo en 
permanence menace. On peut chercher d'ir~nombrables! raisons a 
!'engagement spectaculaire de Washington et de ses allies dans 
l'affail'e du Koweit, la plus banale m<~is. nnn ~''"" la moinc 

~ Peter Odell, Oil Power, Penguin, nombreuses reediti<>ns 
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conve~incante, reste les 1 O% de reserves petro/ieres enfouies sous les 
sables chauds de cet emirat. Nous ne nierons pas /'existence d'autres 
facteors. mais la raison petroliere est de lo'ii1, la mains incontestable, 
la p/l)s determinante et... la mains exprimee. 

Car le petrole etant, par les /ois de la. nature. s1 inegalement 
distribue, il constituera toliljours une source belli gene de· la premiere 
categprie. · Nous avons ailleurs developpe fa these s~lon la que/le 
/'econ'Omie politique de la region est fortement marquee par la logique 
du rackett, se/on /aquel/e un protecteur-spoliateur est · touiours 
present aupres des pays petrohers pour les obliger a payer la facture 
de Ja: protection qu'il Jeur assure, ou pour les · spolier de {orce s'ils se 
montraient trap recalcitrants* . L'exemple qui· vient imm~diatement a 
!'esprit est bien entendu celui, vivace , de l'lrak de Saddam Hussein. 
qui avait reussi a faire largement contribuer les petromonarchies du 
Golfe · a son effort militaire pour freiner /'exportation de ~a revolution 
khomayniste (1980-1988) avant de troquer sa· fonction de: grand trere 
protecteur centre ce/le de voisin spoliateur le iour ou la menace 
iranienne ne se faisait plus vrai ment ressentir. M a is cet Cfbre ne do it 
pas cacher la forM : ce glissement du rOle de protecteur <'! celui de 
menace n'est en rien propre a J'lrak et encore moins a Sad<!!am Hussein. 
Des decennies plus t~t. Nasser avait protege le Kowei' contra les 
visees deja annexionnistes du general Qassem non san:s avoir /ui
meme; pendant ce temps, constitue une menace immediate: sur I'Arabie 
saoudtte par Yllmen interpose (1962-1967). 'La reticence des pays 
membres du Conseil de Cooperation du Go/fe · a appliquer: la fameuse 
"Otklaralion de Damas", qui Jeur avail ete arrachee a chaf.Jd dans les 
semaities qui suivirent la guerre du Gol!e, est un autre sjYmptt'lme de 
cette ·CO!'Iscience profondement enracinee dans Jes pays p~troliers que 
Jeurs )Jrotecteurs d'aujourd'hui risquent de /eur cauter tree" cher pour 
ne pas devenir leurs spo/iateurs de demain. 

11 en ressort enfin que Jes pays importateurs qui, pour qe nombreux 
parmi · eux, se_ trouvent disposer de_ moyens militaires plus que 
respectables, conserveront a moyen terme un . inter1H particulier pour 
la zone et une predisposition permanente a y intenvenir. Une 
correlation est, la aussi, interessante a observer entre le Rassage des 

"( Etats-unis d'un Etat exportateur net a ce/ui d'Etat importateur net et 

\

' la mo(itee de l'mtervenfiOrlri'isme militaire ameri.caln dans la region du 
Moyen~Orient. Longtemps en effet, Wasn1ngton avait evite oe conduire 

• Ghassan Sa.Jam~ , "Le Golfe un an apr~s un pttro-dinar belligl:ne". Maghreb-
Machrek, n• 133, juillet 1991 
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des interventions militaires dans cette partie du monde et ce pour des 
raisoris complexes qui tiennent a la sensibilite de la zone. a sa 
proxirilite avec I'URSS, ou A la disponibilite de clients locaux capables 
de defendre !tours inter&ts propres et ceux de I'Occident. A l'e)(ception 
d'une- operation extremement limitee en 1958, les Etats-unis 
pourt;;ini militairement presents en Europe et- actifs aillewrs dans le 
monde, ant traverse la guerre froide sans vraiment Uper de leur 
puissance militaire dans celte partie du monde. En 1980, tine nouvelle 
donne: commen<;:ait avec une tentative baclee pour liberer les otages de 

-· Tehe-ran· par 1., fv1 "'"'• <:>uivi<:: uu i.Juiiii.Jt>l ue:11t<::HL ue: J-JO:;Iuup:; :;ynennes 
au Liban (i 983), de bombardements personnellement cibles centre la 
Libya· de Kadhafi (1986), des attaques directes centre la marine 
iranienne ( 1988), une guerre spectaculaire centre l'lrak ( 1991) et. 
enfin, un deploiement massif en Soma!ie ( 1992). Les qbjectifs. les 
dimensions, les efiets de ces interventions sent bien · ev1demment 
differents. 11 reste qu'en depit de leurs differences, elle!. demontrent ~ . 
egalement une preparation relativement recente des----e=tats-unls 8 . 
i-nterventr mi11ta1rement au Moyen-Ofiem, ce qui est historiquement 

Line nouveaute et pourra1t di1lic!lement etre dissocie du passage des ~· 
Etats-unis au statu! d'importateur net de petrole des le debut des 
ann ees 1 980. 

Consequence du facteur petrolier .. un second : la ~--~bilite, sur 0:;) 
place ou aupres de uissances amies, de financemen g nereux our 
~~~penser sur des programmes militaires=:Jui sont a leur tour, 
facteurs aggravants po r l'effet "tratnee ae , poudre" su;ggeree 
haut. Car ces fends presentent des traits bien speciliques : 

a) il s'agit d'abord de fonds relativement impor1ants. sinon 
tranchement exceptionnels: aucune region du tiers-monde n·a pu etre 
le temoin d'un flux de plus de 2 milliers de milliards de dd,llars en une 
decennie a peine (1973-1982). C'est bien cela qui est arrive a moins 
d'une dizaine de pays petroliers de la region. 'Avec les deux tiers des 
reserves mondiales prouvees de petrole conce.ntrees dans· cete zone, 
ces recettes, tout en ay ant serieusement diminue depuis i 982 du fail 
de la: baisse de la production et des prix, restent . absolument 
enviable-s. 

Au-deb3. des recettes petrolieres, d'autres formes de flu:.; financiers, 
non mains considerables, marquent cette region. On ne !era pas 1ci 
!'addition des centaines de milliards de dol'lars dent Israel a pu 
b€mEdicier depuis sa creation aupres de ses amis et .protecteurs, 
gouvernementaux et prives, dans le monde, en faisant sahs doute le 
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pays · le plus genereueement assiste. Rappelons seulement a titre 
d'exemple. que !'aide americaine multi!orme t!: I'Etat hebr'eu au cours 
des ·annees recentes equivalait a cinq fois l'ensemb[e de l'aide 
americaine a pres de cinquante pays d'Afrique rroire reunis. Depuis les 
Accor'ds de Camp david, Israel et I' Egypte monopolisent a eux deux 
plus pe 40% de !'aide exterieure des Etats-unis. Certains pays, comme 
I'Egypte, beneficient aussi, de ce qu'on peut appeler une "rente 
strat~gique", du fait de leur alignement sur I~ positions 
diplomatiques de leurs crediteurs (condui.sant. entre autres. il 

!'annul ation de 17 milliards de dollars en dettes exterieures a la suite 
de la· guerre du Golfe). 

b) il s'agit ensuite de fonds places dans les mains. de pouvoirs 
autoritaires qui ont des capacites de determiner les priorites 
budgetaires avec une independence tres large par rapport aux besoins 
et aux aspirations de feurs soc1etes. On 11e r~-a-tci que pour 
me moire qu.e dans certains cas, tes-recettes' petrolieres entrent dans 
le budget· propre du gouvemant qui ensuite, en deduit une partie pour 
faire .fonctionner l'appareil d'Etat. Mais au-delii de ce cas extr~me. la 
realite est bien la, celle de budgets sur lesqllels les representante de 
la societe n'ont guere de prise, que le regime soit patrimonial
tradil.lonnaliste ou autoritaire-mi\itarise. Cette donnee : laisse aux 
gouvernants une marge de manoeuvre tres large, qui, pour des raisons 
complexes, f.avorise les depenses militaires aux depens des civiles. 

c) il s'agit enfin de fends que les pays industrialises, 
importeteurs de petrole, ont tout fait pour recycler 8 leur profit" en 
favori~ant notamment d'importantes livraisons 'd'armes, pllis ou moins 
necessaires a la detense des pays petroliers. 

L'effet le plus evident de la disponibilite de ces lands, ·C'est que le 
Moyen-Orient est ef!ectivement un marche essential pour les 
fourni·sseurs d'armements. Pour l'annee 1988, par e;o<emple. les 
depenses militaires eu Moyen-Orient constituaier.t 30,1% des 
depen'ses publiques (8,8% du PNB), centre 17,2% en Europe (3,8% du 
PNB), 13,6% en Afrique (4,2 % du PNB) et 6,9% (soit 4.3 fois moins) en 
Amerii:1ue latine (1 ,3 % du PNB). Pour la mt:me an nee, lies depenses 
militatres per capita ont ete de 344 dollars pour le Moyen-Orient 
centre 11 dollars pour !'Europe (31 fois moins) , 25 dollars pour 
I'Afriq1Je, et 27 dollars pour I'Amerique la tine (13 fois, moins). Le 
Moyen-Orient connait aussi le taux mondial le plus eleve de militaires 
di!!ns sa population avec 18,3 militaires pour 1000, coritre 9,1 aux 
Etats-unis, 11,1 en Europe, 3,7 en amerique latine et 2,9 en Afrique'. 
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Le Moyen-Orient depasse toutes les zones du monde en matiere de 
militarisation de ses economies et de ses societes et a largement 
domine les autres regions du monde non-industrialise comme marche 
des armes. 

Au-dela. de cette evidence, force est de con slater que la: combinaison 
entre des facteurs comme la presence de ces fends: !'ignorance 
technologique et militaire des elites dirigeantes. la · rapidite du 
recyclage des petro-dollars au profit des pays industrialises et la 
permanence de conflits mettant en cause !'existence me me· des Etats a 
pour effet d'aggraver l'inadequation entre programmes militaires et 
besoins effecti!s en matiere de defense. Le char Leclerc n·a nullement 
la m&me fonction, ni la meme signification quand il est ,integre dans 
les forces franc;aises ou dans celles des Emirats arabes unis, les 
Mirag'e israeliens ant ete bien plus souvent utilises. que leurs 
semblables franc;ais. La decision d'acquisitlon a en pratique ete faite 
dans des circonstances fondamentalement ditferentes, rtteme quand 
l'lilrmement est absolument le m{lme. D'ou !'aspect tres superficiel des 
compilations du type military .balance. 

I 

Or la question de l'utilite de ces armements reste legitime. On peut 
notamment poser la question de savoir dans que\le mesune les armes 
vendues au Koweit ou a I'Arabie saoudite ont effectivenient JOue un 
r61e dens la liberation du premier de ces E!ats Lorsque: l'lrak l'avait 
envahi et annexe. Au-dela de ce cas emblematique. le9itime est la 
question de savoir s'il ne vaudrait pas mieux deter certaines zones 
menacees de !'infrastructure necessaire a un eventuel • deploiement 
externe de forces protectrices, plutOt qu'en armes trop ~ophistiquees. 
C'est. d~ailleurs, semble-HI une question !lprement discutee dans les 
Etats-majors sur place autant que dans les capitales occidentales. 
Reste que les contrats d'armements sont des chases trop serieuses 
pour E;tre laissees aux seuls Etats-majors et que les c<Jnsiderations 
de balance externa et de strategie d'entreprises l'emportent souvent 
sur les raisons des militaires. 

Un troisieme facteur est evident : la (~ltiplication endamique et la · (1) 
n~ture particuliere des conflits civils et regionaux.J avec une 
interpenetration de plus en plus troublante aucrvrrer du regional' 
d'"eux instances d'autant plus tmbriq. uees ic1 que !'Bat est 1.ru:P'e et ses 
frontieres largement formelles. Les conflits de la zone ·~e sent en 
~!.t~L.Jla.s vrai ment de-.-r.~atur.e ternfon~-a--/mgua---fl'en-ce-de -ra 
reven·dication etant territorials dans lmonde conterilPoram. les 

1icteurs des conflits de la zone on! tendance a traduire I<~"LJ"rs 
..-------· 
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revemdications, leurs ambitions. leurs rei:::ri·minations. en ter mes 
territor1a~ Apres tout, c'est ce que le monde a le plus' de facilite a 
comprendre le conflit algero-marocain est presente' comme un 
conflh sur l'avenir du Sahara accidental, celui qui oppos~ le Tchad a 
la Lipye, comme suscite par la souverainete sur la bande · d'Aouzou. Le 
confllt en cours entre I'Egypte et le Soudan, se crisiallise sur la 
region contestee de Halayeb. Entre le Yemen et I'Arabi~ saoudite, la 
deliniitation des frontieres poserait probleme, de mem"! qu'entre le 
royaume saoudien et le Qatar (incident frontalier de deqembre 1992). 
ou les Emirats arabes unis ou . me me le Koweit. La . guerr~ · du Golfe a 
formellement ete un conflit sur un territoire celui' du Koweit. 
reveridique par l'lrak et lib ere par la. coalition.. Plus que tout· autre, la 
question des territoires arabes occupes en 1967 est au centre du 
conftit dit israelo-arabe. 

On ~;~urait pourtant tort de croire que les disputes territ6riales scient 
aussl cruciales dans la definition de la conflictualite regionale que 
les dirigeants de cette region voudraiemt nous le faire croire. lci, 
comme c'est d'ailleurs parfois le cas ailleurs dans le morlde, le conflit 
territorial est plus un abces de fixation, un point de cristallisation 
pour une conflictualiH~ plus immaterielle et qui n'oseralt avan\:er a 
visage decouvert. A qui Le Caire et Khartoum pourr!lient-ils faire 
croire que c'est bien la zone de Halayeb qui est a l'origine de leur 
discorde? Que! enjeu territorial pourrait-il done e)!:pliquer une 
conflictualite, aussi aigue que permanente entre l'lrak. et la Syrie 
pourtant egalement gouvernes au nom du parti Ba'th? Qui done Arabes 
et Jsraeliens pourraient-ils convaincre que leur conflit est 
prim9rdialement territorial? Sans vouloir nier le fait. force est de 
constater que ces adversaires parlent en termes territorlaux pour se 
faire· comprendre du monde, parce que l'enjeu terr)torial parait 
rationnel. ou du moins palpable, et de toutes maniere~> delimitable, 
une qualite essentielle pour ceux qui ont fait de la r~solution des 
conflits une espece de metier slnon de reli:gion. Mais souvent, trop 
souvent .. le conflit sur un bourg, une ba.nde, un c.ol ne son! q.u..e__tt 
reflet loca1Tse-;-feaUit, d'une \conflictualite politi~. ('tribal e) . ~ 

f&Ji.gLeus-eJ qui l!'e feralt cependant pas sens dans le monde 
d'aujourd'hui. 

Or, sans qu'ils ne soient parfaitement singuliers, les conflits dec la 
region .peuvent tres difficilement Eltre reduits a lelllr dimension 
S[l..at~. C'est pourquoi il est toujours diffl'cfre de s'en 'elllettl e aux 
c~gromis territoriaux comme garants d'une paix durable. ces 
compromis servent9randement A la baisse des tensions, au 
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retablieeement d'une con.fiance inexistante, a !'introduction d'un , 
esprit: de tolerance mutuelle. lis sont done fort utiles et on ne peut 
imaginer par example comment des progres pourraient un jour etre 
faits dans la solution du conflit israelo-arebe si Israel persistait a ne 
pas rendre les. territoires occupes en i 967 et singulierement la 
Cisjor<Jan.ie et la bande de Gaza: Mais la paix troide qui 's'est etablie 
entre .I'Egypte et lsra!il , est restee froide en depit de la. restitution a 
I'Egypte de la totalite du Sinal, la zone de Taba incluse. C'est que les 
deux ·parties reconnaissent qu·une paix durebJe ne saurait eviter de 
prendr.e en consideration des facteurs autres. et notamtnent le fait 
que I''Egypte ne saurait vraiment normaliser ses relations· avec Israel 
alors ·que ce dernier maintient son hostilite au principe me me de 
!'auto-determination des Palestinians. En lsra!jl, certains ·· avaient cru 
cela possible et il s'est trouve en Egypte des analystes :Pour penser 
que l!affaire palestinienne n'etait apres tout qu'une affaire etrangere 
a I'Egypte, mais les annees recentes ont bien demontre qUie tel n'etait 
pas le cas. 

C'est que le citoyen de chacun de ces Etats, meme l'f;:gyptien. ne 
saurait se contenter de son identite etetique. Un eminent ministre 
europeen des Affaires etrangeres exprimait s.a surprise de voir que 
les Maghrebins pouvaient etre si bruyamment emus par la guerre du 
Golfe. · "4000 kms les en separent", se plaisait-il a observer. Oui. mais 
d'autres facteurs . d'histoire commune, de langue, de religion, les en 
rapprochent encore plus clairement. La con!lictualite mo~en-orientale 

se nourrit done non seulement de menaces diffuses ma.ls aussi de 
solidarites souterraines. Si ces solidarites sont manipulables par tel 
~me, c est gu'elles existent d'a~ord dans la cultUre politique. 
Avant meme que nasserisme et ba'thisme !assent du pan-arabisme une 
espece de religion d'Etat, des generations de jeunes ecotiers avaient 
chants que leur patrie s'etendait "de Bagdad a Tetouan·. Et si un 
ministre khomeyniste avait cru pouvoir affirmer que · .. !'Islam ne 
connaissait pas de fronti~res", c'est qu'a raison, · il pouvait; penser que 
certains de ces auditeurs partageaient ses vues. Trop de faire-parts 
sur la· mort du nationalisms arabe ou du panlslamisme ont ete ecrits 
au cours des annees recentes pour que l'on puisse aujourd'hui penser 
qu·un systeme "a la maniere du Traite de Westphalie" a definitivemerit 
pris racine dans la region. 

D'ou !'extreme gravite de !'erosion recente dont ~e phenom~ne etatlque 
est la principale victime. Apres des decennies ou la souverain;\e 
_etatigue semblait aller de Scii, un nouveau droit International post:-IA 
guerre froide est en formation sous nos yeux qui au nom de missions fl 
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~
•_, humanitaires, de la defense des droits de l'homme et de ceux des 

minorites ou du principe de l'urgence est en train de m1ner 
expl1citement la souverainete des Etats. On n'aurait eu qu·a·- se 
relic1ter de ce developpement s'il n'etait accompagne d'l)ne erosion 
avanc;:e'e du pouvoir d'Etat a l'interieur des fron.tieres. L'Etat social des 
decennies passees ploie a present sous le poids d'une demographie 
lourde; .d'une urbanisation c,?hotique et d'un mismanagement 
economique dans certains cas irremediable. C'est done a des Etats aux 
pieds d'argile que ce nouveau droit international de !'Ingerence 
est en train de s'attaguer. 11 !amine !'influence d'~Rareils etatiques 
qui sont deja en cours d'affaissement dans leurs propres societes. 

C'est pourquoi ces ingerences sent en train de donner naissance a une 
nouvelle conflictuai.U.e_. Face a ces ingerences, les pays de la region 
connaissent une veritable resurgence d'un discours populiste et 
xenoph:obe, assez .souvent drape dans des contours rel1 ~- Enlaif,la 

· aonne · nouvelle est assez para oxa , comme si la fin de la guerrre 
froide et le developpement de l'interventionnisme accidental 
multiforme avaient eu jusqu'ici pour effet d'introduire un clivage 
nouveau entre des parties qui appellent a plus d'interventionnisme 
encore et d'autres qui s'accrochent aux concepts classiques de la 
souverainete. Les alliances et les organisations regionales ·per dent en 
impact; !'ideal hier encore sacre de la communaute dans le non
alignement s'emousse a vue d'oeil; le clivage socio-economique Nord
Sud et celui, plus culture!, entre Orient et Occident son! contestes. Et, 
suite a cet ecroulement, mains spectaculaire mais non moitls reel que 
celui qui s'est passe en Europe orientale, pays arabes et lslamiques 
sont de _plus en plus divises entre ceux qui appellent I'Occident a la 
rescouisse face a un dictateur sanguinaire, a un voisin indelicat. un-e 
revolution qui se propose d'exporter ses cliches et d'autres qu1 
denont;:ent tout cela au nom de !'independence nationale, de l'anti
imperialisme ou, plus communement, de !'Islam. Appel d'empires d'un 
c6te, glissement dans le chauvinisme xenophobe de !'autre, le melange 
de fascination et de repulsion que I"Occident exer~;ait sur .jes · peuples 
de cette region se dissout en un SOS angoisse chez ceux qui dependent 
de I'Occident pour leur survie et un hare sur le retour de l'hom me 
blanc chez leurs adversaires. Une chrysalide culturelle et ideologique 
se cas se sous nos yeux, qui laisse I' Occident p erple xe, quand il n' est 
pas tout simplement indifferent. 

Un sil~nce troublant, entrecoupe de nouveaux rappels a 'la fermete, 
s'est ainsi impose sur le cas irakien, plac;:e sous une tutelle: de fait de 
I'Occident et des Etats-unis en particulier. L'acharnement centre ce 
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nouvelles tendances lourdes apparaissent sous nos yeux qu1 
permettent de penser que les changements radicaux qui 'se deroulent 
diws 'le monde entier ne sauraient laisser cette regioh en l'etat 
Rappelons rapidement quelques uns de ces facteurs nouveeux et 
specutons sur teurs effets: 

:a) la baisse des recettes petrolieres depuis. une dizaine d'annees. 
combinee avec l'alourdissement massif des charges des Etats du fait 
notamment d'110e CfOISSance demographJque fres elevee, ne pourrait 
qu'atfecter les capacites a la depense militaire. C'e$t la these 
centrale d'une excellente monographie r:ecemment publiee.' 
Effectivement, entre 1980 et 1990, les recettes petrolieres ant 
diminue de 37 % au Qatar, de 45 % au Koweit, de 62 % en Arabte 
Saoudite. De plus, la dette extreieure de la plupart des. pays de la 
re.gion n'a fait que s'aggraver : elle eta it, en i 990. de 1:6,6 milliards 
de dollars en Syrie. 23,5 milliards pour le Maroc. 26,8 pour I'Algerie 
et plu_s de 40 milliards pour I'Egypte. A cela il taut ajouter; un taux de 
croissance demographique de l'ordre de 3% en moyenne p9ur la zone. 
L'ensemble de ces facteurs est de nature a peser sur les 
gouvefne:ments pour freiner leurs depenses militaires. Par ailleurs 
des voix s'e! vent aux Etats-unis pour que !'aide externe ne soit plus 
domineer par le Moyen-Orient et que la stab! tte e la Russ1e par 
exemple est au moins ausst tmportante pour les inter~ts americains 
que le bien-Mre des lsraeliens. Qui plus est, la. guerre du: Golfe. avec 
une facture globale estimee a i 70 milliards de dollars pour les 
parties regionales pesera encore longtemps de son poids. Nul enfin ne 
prevoit pour les annees proches a venir une'. remontee ~pectaculaire 

des pfix du petrole. 

Sadowski fait bien d'enumerer ces facteurs d'optimisme. et le fait 
d'une maniere convaincante. Rests que cela m~me a aussi son prix. 
Notons d'abord que la guerre du Golfe a ete suivie par de 
specta,culaires depenses en armaments plut6t que !'inverse. Notons 
ensuite que la proposition jordanienne, pourtant fort s:ensible, de 
troquer ( swaf}J une elimination de's dettes externes des pays de la 
region centre la baisse substantielle de leurs depenses mllitaires. est 
restee, de me me que les reunions a Cinq, les pro messes' de George 
Bush ou les negociations au sein des multilaterales. lettre morte. On 
observera aussi que la nouvelle administration Clinton. fid~le en cela 
(une fois n'est pas coutume) a ses pr.omesses electorales s'est 

• Yahya M Sadowski, Scuds or Burrer? The political economy of arms control in // ~· 
the Middlt East, The Brookings lnstitution,Washingtoo, 1993 U~ 
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engagee a maintenir, voire a renforc;:er la suprematie militaire 
d'lsrai!l, ce qui fut loin de rassurer les Arabes. Sans compter que Jes 
recettes externes (petrole, aide etc.) restent importantes. Et puis. 
pour autant d'argent on peutacheter plus d'armes, notamment dans Jes 
pays de l'ex-pacte de Varsovie dont les armes sent actuellement 
proposees a des prix tres competitifs. 

Plus · profondement. cette baisse des recettes est elle-meme 
generatrice d'une nouve!le conflictua/ite, qlli ne s'exprimera pas 
necessairement en gros contrats devenus difficiles. e financer mais 
enurl' popufisme agressif , .__gui a ete sou vent le propre ·de r~gimes 
fLnancierement exsangues dans le monde. 11 ne faut pas oublier que 
c'g.st bien la difficulte a trouver. des financeme:nts qui a pbusse l'lrak. 
et de nombreux pays avant lui,. a l'expansionnisme externe. 
L'incapacite de nombreux pays a faire admettre de nouveaux sacrifices 
a teur. population, hier phenomene marginal dans cette r~gion repue. 
pourrait devenir un souci permanent. d'autant que la zone a: deja con nu 
une phase d'Eidorado que les gouvernements pourraient etre incapables 
de dire ll leurs gouvernes que ce n'est plus qu'un souvenir du. passe. 

b) la fin de la guerre froide a particulierement devalue 
l'imporiance strategique de la region, mais e!le a aussi .perm1s aux 
Occidenteux et notamment aux Americains d'avoir un cantr61e plus 
ferme :sur les livraisons militaires a la region. Mais les: contraintes 
sur le ·. sl:lpply a fait preuve de son echec par le passe : il 'fa ut que la 
demande baisse, les fournisseurs ne font pas le marche qu9iqu'en dise 
l'eco/e ' de Chicago, surtout en matiere militaire. On peuj se sentir 
soulage que la bipolarisation mondiale etant disparue. ·le rapport 
clientelaire entre certains pays de la region avec les grandes 
puissances se soit emousse, sinon completement fini. 

M·ais les conflits de la region n'etaient pas le. simple reflet de la 
guerre froide : le conflit israelo-arabe par ex~mple a ete ·anterieur a 
la guerre froide, /'a accompagne en s'imbriquant a elle et lui s 
evidemment survecu. 11 faut done eviter les extrapolations hatives 

. i 

On l'a :bien vu ailleurs et notamment en Europg : la fin de la guerre 
froide a ete plus souvent un vehicule de destabilisation qu·un moyen 
de resoudre les conflits. 11 en est de m~me ici. d'autant plus que les 
fournisseurs en armements ne sont plus tenus par des considerations 
politiques ou strategiques; le mercantilisme, a. la chinoise ou a la 
coreenile, pourrait devenir russe · ou polonais ou m~ine tcheco
slovaque .. 

• 
..... . 
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c) des efforts sent faits pour la resolution des eonflits et en 
tout !premier lieu, celui sur la Palestine. Le processus de i paix, lan~e 8 
Madr:id est une grande promesse. Mais: dans !'expression, Jes 
initia1eurs de cette aventure insistent moins sur "la paix'i que, sur "le 
processus". Or, la benne volonte, Jes mesures d'etabfis~emen.t de la 
confiarrce ·et d'autres adjuvants diplomatiqUes peuvent; ditficilement 
resolidrt.l l'essentiel, a savoir l.e_dr_o.it des Pale..s.tin.i.e.o.s_~ une patrie 
Seule une reconnaissance de ce fait par Jeurs adversaires et 
----'- . . I . 

occupants me permet de nature a accelerer ce processup smon /J en 
obtenir des fruits. 

: d) sans que !'on puisse vraiment p~rler de de'mocratisation, 
notoris · que !'instance mifitaire est en train de perdre sa: nature tabou. 
Lorsqu'un m1n1mum de participation politique est permis, 
!'interrogation populaire sur f'utilite, f'efficacite, la limpidite des 
depenses militaires devient inevitable. Mtlme dans un !pays comme 
I'Arabi~ saoudite, notable fut le fait que les auteursl d'un recent 

.. . . I 

pamphlet oppositionnel aient consacre un chapitre entier :a la question 
milita'ire· et a !'usage des froces armees. au Liban, un! debat public 
s'est engage sur la taille optimale et la lonction exactei d'une armee 
enfin: raunifiee apres des annees de guerre civile. Certe~. le domaine 
militaira, drappe dans \es vciles epais de la· securite na'tionale posee 
en dogme est le dernier a subir fa lci de. fa limpidite d~ l'intormation 
publique. Mais force est de constater qu'il n'est plus aJssi Immunise 
qu·auparavant 8 \'interrogation des citoyens et des leaders d'opinion. 

Ce sol"l.t de:;> tacteurs qui permettent un minimum d'optir)'lisme certes. 
M a is: ce sont des facteurs ambigus en ce qu'Hs peuvent $e re tourn er . 
vo1re generer une nouvelle conflictualit~. Un ap~uvrissement 
generalise des gouvernements, un processus dil paix qui ne produit pas 

·des : resultats tangibles, une surenchere publique en' matiere de 
eecut'ite et d'armements, un passage au m.ercantilisme pJr et dur des 
fabricat\!s d'armements. un fosse grandissant. entre riche,~ et pauvres 
dans; la region, une revitalisation substantieffe de :!'engagement 
americain aupres d'lsrael sent autant de. facteurs d!inquietude a 
l'heur;e actuelle. Mais le temps est !'essence meme : )si des actes 
ambitieux et volontaristes de resolution des conflits ne sont pas 
engages dans l'immediat, fa stabilite des dirigeants, une i des gran des 
donnees des vingt dernieres annees sera remi13e en cause: alors que le 
monqe pourrait avoir a faire face a de nouveaux dirige~nts mus par 
une ·experience limitee des affaires et sans doute par: des ideaux. 
populistes sinon religieux, difficilement accomodables. 
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A REALISTIC APPROACH TO ARMS CONTROL: 
AN ISRAELI PERSPECTIVE 

Dr. Gerald M. Steinberg 
center for Strategic Studies 

Bar Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel 

In the wake of the creation of the multilateral working 
group on arms control, and other activities in this area, Israeli 
defEnse analysts and policy makers are increasingly examining the 
pot.:ontial impact of arms limitations. The evolving Israeli 
policy is based on a realistic assessment of the impact of 
various forms of mutual restraints on regional stability and 
Israeli national security. 

In developing this policy, four essential requirements can 
be identified: l)Arms limitations are seen to be inextricably 
linked to peace agreements encompassing all the major states in 
the region, including Syria, Libya, Iran and Iraq; 2)as long as a 
ttreat to national survival exists, restraints that diminish 
Israeli deterrence capabilities will be rejected; 3)limitations 
must be verified through mutual inspection (without international 
organizations as intermediaries); and 4)Israel will maintain an 
appropriate response in the event of unilateral abrogation and 
"breakout". 

This framework has produced an Israeli policy based on a 
number of stages, beginning with conventional arms limitations, 
including the arsenals ana standing armies of Syria, Iraq, Saudi 
Arabia, Jordan, a~d Egypt. Israeli policy views Arab acceptance 
and implementation of the Chemical Weapons Convention as 
essential for progress, including the development of a framework 
£'o:- mutual verific2.t ~.on and inspection. 

Leyond this, the Israeli policy emphasizes the need to link 
restraints on strategic systems, including ballistic missiles and 
nuclear weapons, with an end to threats to national survival. In 
addition, given the failure of the NPT and the IAEA with respect 
to the Iraqi nuclear program, Israeli spokesmen and policy makers 
emphasize regional frameworks for mutual inspection and 
verification. 

External pressures for unilateral concessions, particularly 
in the nuclear realm, will be strongly resisted. If Israeli 
policy is to change, Arab leaders must act clearly and 
unambiguously to demonstrate that the threat to Israeli survival· 
hc:s disappeared. Since this process will take years or even 
decades to accomplish, changes in Israeli cannot be expected in 
the short term. From this perspective, arms control in the 
Middle East must begin with conventional and chemical weapons, 
and be inextricably linked to the development of confidence and 
security. 

Policy Paper of the Arms Control Project, Center for Strategic Studies, Bar 
Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel. The views expressed in this paper are 
those of the author alone, and should not be taken to reflect the position of 
the Israeli government. 
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A REALISTIC APPROACH TO ARMS CONTROL: 
AN ISRAELI PERSPECTIVE 

Dr. Gerald M. steinberg 
Research Director 

Center for Strategic Studies 
Bar Ilan University 

Historically, Israeli political and military leaders have 

viewed efforts to reach arms limitation agreements in the Middle 

East with great skepticism. The Tripartite Declaration of the 

1950s, involving the US, France, and Britain, made it difficult 

for Israel to purchase weapons, while the major powers found ways 

to provide weapons to the Arabs.' The Nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty (NPT) and the international conventions have failed in the 

Middle East, particularly in the case of Iraq. At best, arms 

control was seen as an idealistic irrelevance to the Middle East; 

at worst, it was a means of weakening Israel militarily and 

isolating the government politically. 

However, the growing importance of arms control in the 

international system in recent years has led to an cautious 

Israeli reappraisal. Policy makers have begun to examine and 

compare the potential impacts of specific proposals with respect 

to political and military requirements. 

From the Israeli perspective, the Middle East continues to 

be highly unstable, and the Jewish state remains vulnerable. A 

significant reduction in the Israeli deterrent could quickly lead 

to an increase in the military threat and in the probability of a 

major war in the region. Israel is very small, lacks strategic 

depth, and there are many potential enemies, from Algeria to 

Iran2 • In the Middle East, war is still seen as primary 

instrument of policy, and for many states, such as Iraq or Libya, 

limitations and global regimes are marginal obstacles to be 

overcome, or are simply ignored. 

Furthermore, arms control in the region is highly complex, 

with over 20 states involved, and numerous and overlapping 

conflict zones. With the exception of demilitarized regions and 
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some other minor measures, bilateral agreements between Israel 

and Egypt or Syria do not provide Israel with very much security. 

For example, 

exchange for 

if Israel were to give up its missile capability in 

similar limits 

Iran, Syria or even Algeria 

on Egypt, other·states, such as Iraq, 

would quickly gain an advantage. 

Arms control must therefore be multilateral, with restraints 

involving all the relevant players. 

Given these constraints, as Israeli policy has developed, 

four requirements have been defined. First, arms control is seen 

as directly dependent on the peace process. Progress is closely 

linked to the negotiations, and major limitations on Israel's 

nuclear capability will require all the states in the region to 

explicitly accept the legitimacy of the Jewish state, and formal 

peace agreements will have to be signed. Second, before 

limitations are accepted, they will have to demonstrate a 

tangible reduction in the military threat, conventional and 

unconventional, to Israel. Third, limitation agreements must 

include realistic provisions for verification, in contrast to the 

case of the NPT/IAEA system. Fourth, agreements must be 

structured so that if any country were to suddenly abrogate the 

terms, such actions would not endanger Israeli security or 

survival. 

1. Arms control and the Peace Process 

Israel has developed all of its military capabilities in 

response to continuous efforts to destroy the Jewish state, 

beginning in 1948, and discussion of arms control agreements can 

only be implemented when all of these states accept the right of 

Israeli to exists and end the state of war. As Israeli leaders 

note, the Arab-Israeli conflict is not about territory (occupied, 

or not) but is based on the fact that large segments of the Arab 

and Islamic worlds still deny the legitimacy of the 3000 year-old 

Jewish presence in Israel. 

In laying out the Israeli government's program for arms 

control in the Middle East, Foreign Minister Shimon Peres stated 
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"No nation in the region will enjoy genuine security unless all 

nations feel secure. Accordingly, we have formulated our policy 

on regional security and arms control, once peace has been 

attained. We seek to live in a region in which.full and lasting 

peace prevails, based on reconciliation, good neighborliness, 

open borders, trust and respect among nations."3 In other words, 

the implementation of major arms limitations will wait until 

formal peace treaties are signed, and the legitimacy of the 

Jewish state is no longer in question. 

Ambiguous and easily reversible measures, such as an end to 

the state of belligerency, are insufficient to ally Israeli 

security concerns. Shalheveth Freier, who served as Israel's 

representative in international arms control conferences and has 

had a major role in formulating policy, noted that proposals that 

call for military restraints by Israel, particularly in the 

nuclear realm, "can only be credible once war against Israel has 

been renounced as a way of settling differences with it."4 

Effective arms control in the Middle East must include over 

20 states, from North Africa to Iran'. A number of states remain 

entirely outside and are active opponents of the current peace 

negotiations, including Iran and Libya. It is clear that in many 

areas, including missiles and nuclear weapons, significant 

limitations are not possible as long as the leaders of states 

such as Iran declare themselves to be committed to the 

destruction of Israel. Before serious substantive negotiations 

can begin, Iran an~ Libya must be brought into the negotiation 

process, and this process must produce revolutionary agreements 

.. that bring the Arab-Israeli conflict to an end. 

2.The Impact of Arms Control on Israeli Deterrence 

At the same time, even under the most optimistic scenarios, 

it is hard to imagine a peace agreement that will completely 

remove the military threat to Israel in the foreseeable future. 

As in other ethno-national conflicts, the potential for 

revanchism and renewed efforts to destroy the Jewish state can 

remain for years and generations. In the absence of democratic 
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regimes throughout the region, the role of the military will 

continued to be dominant, and arms acquisition is likely to 

continue. Governments that sign peace agreements will be 

vulnerable to radical groups calling for renunciation of the 

treaties. Therefore, Israeli policy makers will seek arms 

control arrangements that are consistent with these conditions. 

Indeed, any peace agreements that involve territorial 

withdrawal, whether on the Golan Heights or the West Bank, could 

increase the dangers of military attack, requiring expanded 

Israeli deterrence and defensive capabilities. 6 The geographic 

e-nd dE.rJ0~1l'aphic asymmetries that have characterized the Arab

Israeli conflict and encouraged continued Arab attacks on Israel 

will become even more pronounced. Israel will always be a micro

state without strategic depth, and a very small population. If 

there are changes in the boundaries, Israel will again appear be 

highly vulnerable to large-scale surprise attack. Thus, even 

with peace treaties, arms limitations measures must allow Israel 

to maintain sufficient military capability to deter against and 

defend all attacks that threaten national survival. 

Although some measures, such as early warning, buffer zones, 

and increased emphasis on defense can reduce the dependence on 

deterrence, the effectiveness of these measures are questioned. 

Syrian divisions stationed near Damascus, a short distance from 

the Golan Heights, will continue to threaten Israeli positions 

below, with clear access to Tel Aviv. Thousands of the most 

modern Iraqi tanks and artillery (equipped with chemical shells) 

survived the Gulf War, and will be able to move through Jordan 

and within range of Israel in a period of a few days, with or 

without buffer zones in between. Israel is too small to 

effectively defend against such large scale conventional attacks, 

and the need for deterrence and pre-emption will remain long 

after any peace agreements are reached. 

Defense against non-conventional weapons, and missiles in 

particular, is even more problematic. As long as Iran, Iraq, 

Syria, and Libya maintain the capability to launch offensive 
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missiles, such as the extended range Scud-B and North Korean (or 

Chinese) equivalents, Israel will need an effective military 

response. Despite the large investments in ballistic missile 

defense (BMD) and programs such as the advanced Patriot and 

Arrow, these will not end the threat. 7 Israelis military 

planners will need a capability to preempt as well as active 

suppression to destroy launch sites. Small numbers of chemical, 

biological and nuclear warheads will still pose a major threat to 

Israel. From this perspective, arms control measures will be 

examined to insure that the minimal deterrence capability deemed 

necessary for national security is maintained. 

3. compliance 

Verification of compliance is essential to any realistic 

arms control regime, and the Middle East has a poor track record 

in this area. Iraq blatantly violated the 1925 Geneva Convention 

banning the use of chemical weapons, and ignored its commitments 

under the NPT. IAEA inspections and safeguards were a complete 

travesty in Iraq, both during the 1980s, and even after the 1991 

war when IAEA inspectors were sent to destroy the Iraqi program. 

(The IAEA employs only 200 inspectors, and most of their time is 

spent on inspections in countries such as Canada and Sweden.) As 

long as this situation continues, such loose international 

regimes that present the illusion, but not the substance of 

verification, will be rejected by Israel. 

The IAEA and NPT have clearly failed to prevent the 

proliferation of materials and technology to Iraq (which was a 

member of the Board of Governors of the IAEA), Algeria, Iran, and 

other states. As a result, Israel has little trust in 

verification by international organizations, and insist on 

Israeli inspectors and direct Israeli involvement at every stage 

of the process. Shalheveth Freier notes that Israeli concerns 

with the Iraqi nuclear weapons program "were brushed aside" by 

the IAEA and the supplier states "on the grounds that Iraq was a 

signatory to the NPT." International organizations such as the 

UN and !AEA, the Arabs "dispose of majorities" and "majority 
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resolutions take the place of negotiations, envisaged in the 

multilateral talks." Freier concludes that "that Israel should 

.not allow this item to be either arrogated by international 

organizations us 

Instead, Israeli policy is based on the requirement for the 

creation of region institutions, with mutual verification and 

inspection regimes (including challenge inspections). 9 In 

outlining Israeli arms control policy at the ceremony upon 

signing the Chemical Weapons Convention, Foreign Minister Shimon 

Peres stated that ""Arms control negotiations and arrangements 

should bs mutually agreed upon and include all the states of the 

region. The implementation and verification mechanisms, the 

establishment of comprehensive and durable peace, should be 

region-wide in their application. " 10 In their present form, 

global institutions and regimes are not acceptable to Israel. 

4. The Problem of "Breakout" 

No international agreement is guaranteed, and unilateral 

renunciation of arms limitations is always possible. After World 

War I, Germany circumvented the restrictions that it had accepted 

under the peace agreement, giving it a sudden major military 

advantage. Ameridan analysts worried about "breakout" scenarios, 

in which the Soviet Union would suddenly announce that it had 

succeeded in developing a capability that had been subject to 

mutual restraints, (such as ballistic missile defense) or had 

produced a large number of delivery systems and warheads. In 

1993, North Korea suddenly announced it was withdrawing from the 

NPT, rather than accept the inspections demanded by the !AEA. 

In the Middle East, the problem of "breakout" is 

particularly acute. The sudden acquisition of a "primitive" 

nuclear capability by Iraq, Iran, Libya, or Syria would change 

the balance of power in a fundamental way. If intermediate-range 

ballistic missiles were banned, but one of these states managed 

to develop, acquire or upgrade shorter range missiles (as Iraq 

did with its Scud-Bs) this would immediately threaten Israeli 

security. The !AEA claims that its verification system provides 
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"timely warning" of a potential breakout, to allow for political 

and military responses before the state in question succeeded in 

going nuclear. However, it is now clear that the IAEA's small 

and timid inspection regime cannot, in fact, pr"ovide timely 

warning. 

In response to the threat of "breakout", Israel cannot be 

expected to place any confidence in the UN or other international 

agencies. The us might seek to provide explicit guarantees of 

action, but these would be treated with some skepticism. 

Following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990, the US 

prepared for six months before going to war. Six months would 

allow more than enough time for a well-prepared state that had 

developed its infrastructure carefully to finish work on a 

nuclear device, and if Iraq had succeeded in developing nuclear 

weapons, many analysts argue that the US would not have attacked 

Saddam Hussein. Israeli policy is based on the conclusion that 

arms control agreements must allow for the maintenance of an 

independent capability to respond to unilateral abrogations. 

SPECIFIC POLICY OPTIONS 

Israeli arms control policy, based on the four requirements 

discussed above, places controls on conventional weapons as the 

first step, followed by implementation of limits on agreed 

chemical and biological weapons, missiles, and then, as the final 

step, and after all the other steps have been accomplished and 

proven successful, limits on nuclear weapons can be considered. 

Conventional Limitations 

The massive conventional forces in the region continue to 

present a major threat to Israeli security. Combined Arab 

attacks in 1948 and 1973 (and the preparations for attack in 

1967) posed threats to the survival of the state, and this 

scenario continues to be a major factor in military planning. 

The peace treaty with Egypt, the disintegration of the Soviet 

Union, and the 1991 Gulf war, which reduced the Iraqi military 

capability by almost 50%, have reduced this threat. However, the 
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possibility of an attack on the Eastern front, involving Syria, 

with potential support from Iraq, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia 

remains. 11 With the limited participation of Iraq and Saudi 

Arabia, Israel would face a disadvantage of 1:2 in tanks, 1:3 in 

guns and mortars, and 1:2 in combat aircraft. 12 A surprise 

attack before Israel could mobilize its reserves would greatly 

increase the Arab advantage. 13 

Despite the political changes in the region and the world, 

in the past two years, Saudi Arabia and Iran have purchased 

billions of dollars of advanced weapons. Syria has used the $2 

billion it received from Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War to 

purchase hundreds of T-72 tanks, combat aircraft, and other 

systems. 14 Advanced weapons technology sold to Saudi Arabia 

diffuses quickly throughout the Arab world, leading to an erosion 

of Israel's technological advantage which has been used to offset 

the quantitative advantage of the Arabs. 15 Israeli military 

planning for "worst case scenarios" includes the offensive 

potential role of these forces. 

Israeli policy therefore is based on reductions in this area 

as the necessary first step in the regional arms control 

process.•• Conventional arms control, with respect to both 

weapons and manpower, comes closest to meeting the four 

requirements listed above. Such measures could be incorporated 

within the peace process, can be readily verified, and the risks 

of sudden abrogation are minimal. Addressing the United states 

and the other major arms suppliers, Foreign Minister Shimon Peres 

called on the major suppliers to "cease their counterproductive 

policies of indiscriminate arms sales."n 

Limits on manpower in standing forces provide a 

complementary measure. Some Israeli analysts have proposed that 

Arab states (particularly Syria) move to a force structure 

similar to the Israe~:i system, based largely on reserve forces. 18 

such a structure is inherently less threatening and its offensive 

potential is greatly reduced. If Syria and Iraq require 24 to 72 

hours for mobilization, Israel would have the equivalent time to 
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call-up its reserve forces, thereby reducing the fear of surprise 

attack. (The threat of surprise attack from Egypt is reduced by 

existence of the demilitarized buffer zone in the Sinai 

Peninsula. Unless Syrian troops are withdrawn"far to the north 

of Damascus, such a buffer zone will be difficult to reproduce on 

this front.) In addition, major limits on Iraqi military 

manpower would be necessary, but these may be plausible in a 

post-Saddam era, in the context of other measures to limit Iraq's 

military power. 

Chemical and Biological Weapons 

In January 1993, Israel became one of the charter 

signatories of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). From the 

Israeli perspective, this decision was problematic, and the ewe 
contains both potential risks and benefits. The major test of 

the ewe is whether it can verify the destruction of the chemical 

stockpiles and production facilities of Iraq, Libya, Syria and 

other Arab states. Foreign Minister Peres stated that "The 

Chemical Weapons Convention must refer itself to our region, and 

the region at large must adhere to its principles and comply with 

its provisions. " 19 The efforts by some Arab representatives to 

link acceptance of the ewe with Israeli adherence to the NPT, or 

other steps to reduce the nuclear deterrent capability are 

unacceptable to Israel. 

From the Israeli perspective, the enforcement of the terms 

of the ewe states will be an important test of the effectiveness 

of arms control in the region. The role of the ewe in assuring 

compliance, and of the international community in taking 

significant action in the event of suspected non-compliance, are 

key factors. The international community stood impotently in the 

face of Iraqi use of chemical weapons, in total violation of the 

1925 Geneva Convention, to which Iraq was a signatory. In 

addition, the operation of the ewe regime will provide a test of 

the ability of the international community to end the anti-Israel 

bias that has characterized the United Nations, IAEA, and other 

bodies. As Foreign Minister Peres has stated, "We cherish the 
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principles of universality and equality among nations. 

Naturally, we expect equal rights of geographic membership in the 

institutions established by the convention. " 20 The ewe is thus a 

test case, by which the degree with which arms "control can be 

applied to other areas, including nuclear weapons, will be 

measured. 

Missiles 

Many proposals for "confidence and security-building 

measures" for the Middle East are based on limits on the 

acquisition, deployment, and testing of ballistic missiles. From 

the Israeli perspective, such proposals are problematic. Mutual 

restraints could increase Israeli security, particularly after 

the experience of the 1991 Gulf War, in which Israeli cities were 

vulnerable to Iraqi missiles. Many analysts, including General 

(Res.) Aharon Levran and General (Res.) Israel Tal, have 

expressed concern about the threat posed by these missile forces. 

At the same time, the Jericho long-range missile is an 

important component of the Israeli strategic deterrent and 

retaliatory capability, which is seen as necessary to guarantee 

the survival of the state. As the offensive threat has extended 

as far as Iran and Algeria, the Jericho has provided an assured 

second strike capability in the event of "a worst case attack". 

Limits on Israeli missile capabilities would therefore have a 

major impact on the Israeli deterrent, and the tradeoff between 

costs and benefits will be difficult. 

However, given the centrality of this area to Israeli 

national security, unilateral and informal restraints, in the 

form of esBMs, are not likely to prove attractive to decision 

makers. In this area, as in others, effective compliance and 

verification is necessary. The Arab and Iranian missile forces 

are based on imports of major components (as in the case of 

Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Libya), or on a combination of 

technology imports and local production and upgrading (as in the 

case of Iraq, Iran, and Egypt). 
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Supplier agreements in this area, as in others, have failed 

in the past, and Israel will also demand much greater evidence 

that any missile restraints will be implemented. The Missile 

Technology Control Regime, that was establishea under American 

leadership in 1987, included the participation of all Western 

European states, and other suppliers, including the Soviet Union 

and China agreed to accept the export limitations established in 

the MTCR. The performance of this regime in the Middle East has 

been problematic. As a result of US pressure, China has not 

delivered the M-9 missile to Syria to date, and the Condor 

project, (involving Argentina, Egypt, and Iraq) seems to have 

been stopped (although questions remain). However, the MTCR did 

not prevent Iraq from upgrading its Scud-B missiles, with 

technology and assistance provided by signatories such as 

Germany, Britain, and the us. 21 Syrian and Iranian missile 

programs are growing constantly, and the major suppliers are 

either powerless or unwilling to intervene. In March 1992, North 

Korean ships carrying scud-C missiles, launchers, and equipment 

to manufacture these missiles, reached Iran and Syria. 

The "cat and mouse" game between Saddam Hussein and the UN 

inspectors after the 1991 Gulf War has also not provided much 

assurance to Israel in this area. Prior to and during the war, 

the US asked for Israeli "restraint" in response to the Scud 

missile attacks. The Bush administration pledged to destroy 

Iraqi missiles, as well as the chemical, biological, and nuclear 

weapons programs. United Nations Security Council Resolution 687 

of April 1991 specified a period of 120 days in which all of 

Iraq's non-conventional weapons, related materials, and 

production facilities would be destroyed under the verification 

of the United Nations. However, the speed with which the 

American troops withdrew from the area removed the incentives for 

Saddam Hussein to comply. Over two years have passed, and the 

Iraqi capability, including hundreds of Scud missiles, an unknown 

number of launchers, and large-scale production facilities 

continue to exist. 
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As a result, Israel will treat proposals to restrain missile 

development and deployment with great caution and skepticism. 

The possibilities for mutual limitations exist, but probably not 

in the context of CSBMs or informal agreements. 

Nuclear Weapons 

From the Israeli perspective, limitations on nuclear weapons 

are likely to be the last issue to be addressed. The Israeli 

nuclear capability was developed to deter conventional attacks 

that threatened national survival, and as long as this threat 

continues, and the legitimacy and permanence of Israel is 

questioned, nuclear weapons will continue to be seen as the 

ultimate guarantor of security. As long as the Arab-Israeli 

conflict continues, even if the Israeli nuclear monopoly is 

ended, and other states in the region develop nuclear forces, 

Israel is likely to prefer a policy of nuclear deterrence. 22 

Indeed, public opinion polls show major support for maintenance 

of a nuclear deterrent. In 1991, just after the Gulf War and 

Iraqi threats to "incinerate half of Israel" with chemical 

weapons, 88% of Israelis agreed that the use of nuclear weapons 

was justified in principle". 23 

Shalheveth Freier, who has served as Israel's representative 

in international arms control discussions, and has played a major 

role in policy making for many years, has noted that all of 

Israel's major wars were about the existence of Israel. He views 

the nuclear deterrent as providing "a sense of reassurance to 

Israelis in times of gloom" and "to serve as possible caution to 

states contemplating obliterating Israel by dint of their 

preponderance of men and material. 1124 

Furthermore, the Israeli position is that effective nuclear 

arms control in the Middle East will require the development of 

regional institutions and procedures. In this region, in 

particular, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, the inspection 

and safeguards procedures of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency, and the various export control efforts have been a 

complete failure. Iraq provides the clearest case; Saddam 
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Hussein was able to maintain an advanced and large-scale weapons 

program without the knowledge of the !AEA, and in violation of 

its NPT treaty obligat.ions, and Iraq purchased components despite . 
the formal (but unenforced) limitations of the supplier states. 

Similarly, Iran and Algeria are acquiring nuclear materials and 

technology despite the limitations of the existing international 

regime. 

Although there have been some efforts to strengthen the !AEA 

system, the failure of this international agency to act 

resolutely in dismantling the Iraqi nuclear program after the 

1991 Gulf War demonstrates its inability detect and respond 

quickly to a unilateral "breakout". 25 As Freier notes, the NPT, 

!AEA and other elements of the existing international regime are 

also politically unacceptable to Israel. "The Arab states urged 

resolutions (condemning Israeli nuclear activity) ... in every 

conceivable international forum, and these fora went willingly 

along with these urgings, singling out Israel and disregarding 

any other country, similarly presumed to have nuclear 

capabilities." 

Below the threshold of the NPT and the elimination of the 

Israeli nuclear option, analysts, some US government officials, 

as well as Egyptian representatives, have suggested that Israel 

announce a unilateral freeze on production of nuclear materials 

and a halt to operations at the Dimona reactor. 26 Supporters of 

this policy argue that Israel already has sufficient nuclear 

weapons to deter any conceivable threat. 27 Thus the cost would 

be low, and if necessary, these steps are reversible. The 

benefits, proponents claim, would flow from the ability to use 

this Israeli concession in increasing pressure on the other 

states in the region, including Iran and Egypt, to abstain from 

obtaining nuclear weapons. 

However, Israeli policy makers view efforts to include any 

measures regarding nuclear capabilities in the context of CSBMs 

as divorced from Middle East realities. 28 Unilateral Israeli 

restraint are unlikely to effect Iran, for example, and Teheran 
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is likely to continue to pursue nuclear weapons regardless of the 

status of the Israeli program. In addition, the US and the other 

major supplier states and powers may be able to delay the Iranian 

nuclear program for a few years, but, as the Iraqi case 

demonstrates, supplier limitations are of limited effectiveness. 

Some critics argue that an Israeli "freeze" could spur to 

the efforts of the other states, who might see an opportunity to 

obtain a position of nuclear superiority. In addition, instead 

of responding with limits on their own programs, in response to 

Israel concessions, the Arab states and Iran may demand more 

limitations, including an end to the Israeli deterrent 

capability. 

It is un).ikely that Israel will accept limitations that are· 

not based on a broader regime, such as a Middle East Nuclear 

Weapons Free Zone. Shalheveth Freier has suggested the precedent 

of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, which ''had its beginnings in the 

initiative of the states in the region, had been negotiated by 

them directly and freely, and included the possibility of mutual 

inspection." He goes on to call for "the establishment of a 

NWFZ, freely negotiated between the parties and including, for 

firm reassurance, the mutual verification of the agreed 

safeguards by the parties themselves ..... " 

In the presentation of the Israeli government's position, 

Foreign Minister Shimon Peres outlined a broader regime, based on 

''a mutually verifiable zone, free of surface-to-surface missiles 

and of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. 1129 Given the 

interdependence between these different weapons and technologies, 

such a multi-dimensional approach to arms control in Middle East 

may provide the most realistic path to progress. 

Conclusions 

To be effective, arms control must meet the security 

requirements of all the states involved. The Israeli nuclear 

program, which is the major target of most Middle East arms 

control proposals, was developed to meet specific security 

requirements, and the threat to the survival of the state. The 
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only way to gain Israeli restraints in this area is to reduce the 

threat which has made the nuclear capability seem necessary in 

the first place. This threat is based primari.ly on the massive 

acquisition of conventional weapons, with increasing 

technological sophistication, as well as chemical and biological 

weapons, and long-range missiles. 

Many Israelis, including Prime Minister Rabin, remain 

skeptical about the degree to which arms control can contribute 

to Israeli national security in the foreseeable future. As 

Freier has noted, "The continued insistence that Israel be 

internationally controlled in the nuclear realm, [conveys] to 

Israel [the message that] the Arab states wish to retain the 

option of waging wars against Israel, with nothing to worry 

about." Israelis reject external pressures for unilateral 

concessions in the nuclear realm, and Freier warns that "As we 

approach the 1995 NPT Review Conference, •.. the Arab states will 

make their support for an indefinite extension of the NPT 

dependent on Israel's accession. Under present circumstances, I 

cannot conceive that Israel can yield to pressure. It continues 

to be sole guarantor of its security. If the Arab states will 

hold the extension of the treaty or Israel to ransom, they should 

not, in my view, be permitted to do so." If Israeli policy is to 

change, Arab leaders must act clearly and unambiguously to 

demonstrate that this conclusion is false. 

If the Arab states are seriously interested in bringing an 

end to Israel's nuclear option, they must be prepared to end the 

threat to Israeli national survival. Formal peace treaties 

involving all the states in the region (including Iran and 

Libya), exchange of embassies, tourism, and the full package of 

normalization is indispensable. As long as states and national 

leaders call for the destruction of the Jewish State, and deny 

its legitimacy, Israeli leaders, as well as the population at 

large, will feel a need to maintain a nuclear deterrent. 
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CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS AND ARMS 
TRANSFERS IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

BY SALEH AL-MANI, PH.D. 

INTRODUCTION: 

This paper seeks to study the structures of conventional Arms imports in the Middle 
East during the past decade. The paper is divided in three parts; the first outlines 
military expenditures and arms flow into the region from 1979 to the present, it 
studies the attributes of such imports in bilateral and multilateral regression frame
work, identifying possible immediate and lagged arms races in the region. We rely 
on statistic provided by the Stockholm Institute for Strategic Studies (SIPRI) and on 
statistics published by the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (USACDA). 
Prior to analyzing regression equations for each state, the figures are standardized 
into constant $ US million prices and transformed into LoglO scores for easier 

comparisons and correlation. 

The second part of the paper attempts to analyze the outcome of the correlation and 
regression across time of nine major importers and their impact on other potential 
competitors. The nine selected states are Egypt, Israel, Syria, Jordan, Iran, Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia, The United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Turkey. The introduction of the 
UAE is because of its islands dispute with Iran, and because it is a new corner to the 
field. Turkey's inclusion is due to its renewed strategic interest in the region 
particularly after the Gulf War. 

We also wanted to see if there is any relationship between its military expenditures 
during the past decade and the expenditures ofneighboring states. It is hoped that 
we will be able to identify major Arms race leaders in the region and the immediate . 
and the lagged impact of those leaders' expenditures and I or arms acquisition on 
competing dyads. We will also examine such relationship and whether it is one-way 
or reciprocal. Results of the statistical analysis will be compared with qualitative 
survey of available literature to confirm or deny or results. The third part of the paper 
will question some of the prevailing wisdom of regional arms control and see if the 
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available evidence augur well with this wisdom, and whether we should revise our 
view of regional disarmament in light of the available evidence from studying this 
epoch and perhaps of other studies examining the same phenomenon in earlier 
periods. 

It is the thesis of this researcher that imposed arms control regimes tend discredit 
most civilian elites which may help in the long run to bring to fore new military 

leaders more responsive to the idea of directing a larger portion of the state revenues 
towards military spending and arms acquisition, at the expense ofthe civilian sectors 
of the economy. Thus obliterating the original goal of regional disarmament. 
Secondly, Middle East instability and wars are not the result of arms races, but 
paradoxically are the result of unilateral freezing of arms purchases, and I or 
declining military expenditures by one state while the competing state tends to 

continue its previous arms build-up. 

Thirdly, militarization by demonstration effect has been the most salient factor in 

middle eastern armament policies. And unlike other regions where arms races tend 
to lead to war, wars in this region tend to exacerbate and renew existing arms races. 

ARMS EXPENDITURES IN THE MIDDLE EAST: 

In the 1970's, the Middle East witnessed a huge increase in defense spending to the 

point that military budgets became the largest of its kind in the third world. Such 
increases were due to internal push as well as external pull by selling companies and 
states to rectify imbalances in the balance of payments, and help to recycle excess 

Arab petrodollars. By the middle of the 1980's, and despite enormous funds 
earmarked for sustaining the conflict between Iran and Iraq, a new group of countries 

began to replace the Arab states. South East Asian states were experiencing a similar 
phenomenon of excess trade balances, and were pulled once again by arms manufac
turers to buy new weapons systems. Today, South East Asia, and South Asia account 

for one-third of the values of imports of major conventional weapons in the world. 
While the middle east accounts for one-fifth of total world imports. On the other 
hand, military expenditures of the Middle Eastern states in 1991 surpassed those of 

South East Asia by US $ 50 billion; a third Middle Eastern and Gulf outlays was 
earmarked for the 1991 war effort. 
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I 

COUNTRY 1979 19801 

EGYPT 1981 I ol 
ISRAEL 7831 10551 
SYRIA 3199 4142 
JORDAN 531 487 
IRAN 18239 14731 
IRAQ 13822 14126 
S. ARABIA 13605 160781 
UAE 1445 2059 
TURKEY 1976 1871 

ARMS EXPENDITURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST & GULF REGION ( 1979- 1991 ) 
IN US $m at 1988 PRICES AND EXCHANGE RATES 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 19881 19891 

4341 5442 58891 6070 5252 5013 46071 40891 4023 
7466 7314 8000 8420 5249 4318 4134 3811 3830 
3676 3526 3511 3582 3152 2573 1601 1482 ·

1 
2070 

534 557 581 562 607 673 703 689, 539 
' 11818 10230 8523 8082 9705 9339 7679 7353 57471 

15318 21952 28596 31590 23506 16531 17073 12868 10720' 
18531 21614 20899 19513 18666 16684 16384 14887 14522 
2407 1955 1966 2091 2211 2004 1587 15801 1464 

30821 2315 2528 2393 2325 2467 2772 2647 2664 

Source: SIPRI YEARBOOKS ( 1989, 1992) 

.. 

1990 1991 

3672 31831 
3801 3909 
2427 31341 

516 502• 
61251 5306. 

9268 74141 
14798 26227j 
1586 1634\ 

' 3725 3870' 
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' At US$ 99 billion in expenditures for 1991, Middle Eastern and Gulf States were 
spending less money on defense than they did in 1983; a level of which reached US$ 
109 billion. If we exclude Turkey; which was spending in the 1980's some US$ 2 
billion on defense, and today spends US$ 4 billion a year, we see a real declining rate 
of defense spending in the region. 

Saudi arms expenditures declined through the period of 1982 to the present by an 
average of 3 to 4% per annum. Egypt's defense outlays declined through the same 
period by an average of 40%. Israel by 40% (which in both countries did not account 
for US$ 2.6 billion a year in US foreign military assistance (FMA) for Israel, and US$ 
1.3 billion for Egypt in annual (FMA). Syria's expenditures fell by 11% annually, 
Iran by 40% (which did not in account also for Iran's tendency to engage in counter
trade with other countries), and Iraq by two-thirds. 

When one looks at Middle Eastern defense budgets, one recognizes a system wide 
tendency to lower those expenditures, with the sole exception of the Gulf war effort. 
This decline is due to weakening of the market for oil, cessation of hostilities 
between Iraq and Iran, and to the debt burden. Most Gulf states which in the past 
enjoyed surplus and growth of revenues are currently experiencing budget deficits 
on the order of six to seven billion dollars a year. A similar phenomenon is affecting 
also Iran and Israel. 

Despite relience on capital intensive armies and shortages of manpower, the Gulf 
states are not too far down the line where it may become more expensive to substitute 
a single unit of capital in armament hardware for a single unit of soldier's power. 

Other countries in the region are relying more on internal manufacturing and I or 
assembly of weapons systems, as well as on sharing training and maintenance and 
upgrading and rectifying existing systems to minimize costs and to save on external 
inputs. 

Throughout the studied period and as shown in figure , we see that 1991 was 
the most prominent year for arms expenditures for each of Saudi Arabia, the UAE, 
and Turkey. This reflects the burden of the second Gulf War. For Iraq, 1984 recorded 
the highest level in its annual defense spending. This when its war with Iran was at 
a stalemate, and Iraq was eager to halt the Iranian offensive against Basrah. Iran's 
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' 
expenditures for 1979 was the highest in the recent past. It may, perhaps, shows a 
carry over from the Shah's era of big defense budgets. For Israel, 1980 was the most 
prominent. This was due largely to increasing offensive posture on the Labanese 
front, and to a military preparation for its major invasion of 1982. The increasing 
tenacity of the Israeli offensives may have alerted the Syrians to increase their 
defense budgets, particularly when about ten per cent of the Syrian army was on a 
peace keeping duties in Lebanon; 1980 was also the most important year for Syria's 
arms expenditures accounting for 10.9% of its eleven-year expenditures. 

Egypt in the early Eighties were moving-away from President Sadat's unilateral 
disarmament policies which he adopted after 1977, to a more active role following 
the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon. Additional factors .related to a change of 
weapons systems away from the cheaper Soviet and Eastern European systems to a 
more expensive US and French hardware; 1984 was therefore the most prominent 
year, for Egypt's expenditures, throughout the thirteen-year period. 

ANALYZING BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL 

ARMS EXPENDITURES IN THE REGION: 

When we attempt to correlate and regress the arms expenditures of the nine states of 
the region, namely Egypt, Israel, Syria, Jordan, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and 
Turkey, for the period of 1979- 1991, we found very little immediate relationship (in 
the same year} between their expenditures. Only the dyads of Israel- Syria, Israel
Iraq and Saudi Arabia had moderate to strong relationship. In fact, when we 
attempted to regress Israeli arms expenditures multilaterally to those of the Arab 
states, we confirmed Israel's defense budgets to be responsive immediately to any 
changes in the budgets of the surrounding Arab states. Even Egypt's annual military 
spending after it had signed a peace treaty with Israel in 1980 affected the defense 
budget of Israel. Egypt, on the other hand was not immediately responsive to 
changes in Israel's defense budgets. Two year however, lapses (as shown in Table 
2A) before Egypt's defense budget began to reflect earlier changes in Israel's arms 
expenditures. 

Such lagged impact was seen for most Arab states and also for Iran vis-a-vis Israel. 
This perhaps suggests an Israeli lead in any possible arms races in the region. There 
was also a Jag in the Iran-Iraq dyad. Iran feeling the impact of Iraq's expenditures 
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four years later, while Iraq has a two-year lapse of impact. A study of this period as 
well as earlier periods, by this author, and studies by other publica! scientists suggest 
that Iraq may have led Iran in the past in an apparent regional arms race.<1> 

Saudi Arabia on the other hand was in a league by itself. The only other state that 
had a strong sensitivity to changes in its defense budgets was Iraq, which at the time 
was an ally of, and major receipient of Saudi aid. It is interesting that, Turkey, 
despite its proximity did not influence the expenditures of its Arab neighbours 
except Syria and Iraq, and both negatively (see Table LA). 

Turkey's expenditures remained stable throughout the period of 1979- 1985. After 
1985, however, it began to increase by one to two per cent per year. By 1991, 
Turkey's new role in the Gulf region, and in the caucasus, as well as its internal 
ethnic strife, indicated a possible increase in its annual defense spending. 

Since 1985, Iran and Iraq decreased their defense outlays. Syria reduced its annual 
military budget by US$ 1 billion, Israel, apparently by US$ 1.4 billion, Egypt by US$ 
1.5 billion. 

Most Arab forces in the Mashreq region, with the exception of Iraq, seem to have 
retained the same number of troops since 1985. Iran seems to have increased its 
standing army 200,000 soldiers, since 1990. Its forces increased from 305,000 in 
1990 to 504,000 in 1992. Other paramilitary troops (Pasadran Inqilab) were cut in 
size, but the quality, training and organization of these troops have been enhanced 
to the point that those Revolutionary Guards have now their own naval and marine 
forces. Other Arab countries (while they largely remain outside the scope of this 
paper) tend to decrease their military budgets e.g. (Algeria, Morocco, and Yemen), 
and to cut the level of their troops, after 1991 (e.g. Yemen cut its troop size by 20,000 
soldiers, Algeria cut its troops by 50,000 soldiers). Military budgets in the region 
still, however, accounted for a major percentage of those countries Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP). In 1990 they accounted for 2.6% of each of Turkey and Iran, 5.6% 
for Egypt and Morocco, 9% for Syria, 13% for Israel, 12.5% for the Yemen, 15% for 
Oman, 29% for· Iraq, and 36% for Saudi Arabia.<2> 

(I) See: Sal eh Al-Mani ''The Correlates of Arab Military Expenditure and the Onset of tbe Arms Race: 1971 
• 198," Joumal of the Social Sciences (Kuwait), Vol 16, No. 4, Winter 1988 pp- 17-46 (in Arabic), also 
S, Majeski and D. Jones "Arms Race Modeling." Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol25, No 2, 1981, pp. 
259- 288. 

(2) llSS, The Military Balance, 1991- 1992, London, Autumn, 1992. 
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ARMS IMPORTS OF MIDDLE EASTERN STATES: 

Just like arms expenditures, arms imports in the region have declined more sharply 
over the past few years. According to US Arms control and Disarmament Agency, 
total values of military imports in 1979 reached US$ 15,127 billion for the region, 
including Turkey. Total values of imports for the region (including Turkey, reached 
in 1989, US$ 11,865, a decline offour billion dollars over an eleven years period.<3> 

Statistics published by SIP RI in 1992, for the period of 1982- 1991 (at constant US$ 
1990 prices and excluding Turkey) show a decline of nine billion dollars over a ten
years period. This lay decrease reflects changes in economic condition in the region 
that lower the military imports, despite the 1991 GulfWar.<4> 

If we examine the period between 1980 and 1983, we see an increasing trend 
reflecting Israeli invasions of Lebanon, and the heightend tensions in the Gulf 
region. Other factors which contributed to this increase in the flow of arms was the 
so-called peace-dividened, creating more weapons transfer for Israel and Egypt. 
While Syria's arms imports seems higher then those of Israel in 1980, its imports 
have declined ever since by an average of 8.8% per annum. Israeli imports of arms 
tend to decrease from its height of 1981 through 1986; it had decreased since then 
by an average of 1.37% per annum. Jordan's arms imports increased slightly 
between 1979 and 1981; it had declined at the end of the period (1989) to almost the 
same level it had in 1979. Turkey's arms imports tend to increase slightly since 1979 
by 2% to 3% a year, up until1987, when it began to experience sharp growth of 4% 
per year, reaching its height in 1989. Turkey's imports since 1989 continued to grow 
as a result its major participation in the 1991 Gulf war. Turkey was also the 
benefactor of armaments transfers from the US, Germany and the Natherlands, due 
to the ceilings imposed on conventional weapons in Europe, by the 1990 Conven
tional Arms Reduction Agreement (CFE). 

In the Gulf region, Iraq was the major importer of arms until 1986. Saudi 
procurements since then may have surpassed monetarly those oflraq. Saudi Arabia 
accounted for 35% of the total arms flow to the region, while Iraq accounted for 16%. 
Most Saudi purchases are not necessarly in military hardware, in as much as paying 

(3) US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. World MilitryExpenditures and Arms Transfers (/990), Wash 
: USGPO, Nov. 1991. 

(4) SPIRI Yearbook, 1992, Table SB. I 
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COUNTRY 

EGYPT 
ISRAEL 
SYRIA 
JORDAN 
IRAN 
IRAQ 
S. ARABIA 
UAE 
TURKEY 

ARMS TRANSFER IN THE MIDDLE EAST & GULF REGION ( 1979 - 1989) 
IN US $m at 1988 PRICES AND EXCHANGE RATES 

' l 

19851 
i 

19881 19811 19821 19831 19841 1979 1980 1986 19871 

965 921 1210 2400! 1824i 19931 1708 1332 1828f 807 
772 1179 1613 11681 608 909 1138 5551 19361 2082 

3376 4862 3495 3284 4256 2579 1821 13321 2151 1353 
161 383 1479 1074 1338 270 683 4991 355 468 

2411 619 1243 2021 1003 3165 2163 2885 2151 2394 
4983 3536 56461 8841 8269 10670 5237 6325 5808 5101 
1929 2357 3629 3536 4621 3869 4326 6103 7529 2811 

241 250 325 63 49 223 216 166 207 62 
289 457 497 594 638 586 512 694 1022 1015 

Source: US ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY, WORLD MILITARY EXPENDITURES 
AND ARMSTRANSFER (1990) , WASH.D.C: USGPO, NOV. 1991 
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for training and other services associated with the procurement of high technology 

conventional systems. 

Iran's imports tended to have been largely stable throughout the period, averaging 
around US$ 2 billion per year. It is, however, clear from the accompanying table, that 
Iran was forced by the Iran-Iraq war to abandon the revolution's earlier pledge to 
forsake the military build-up of the Shah. The cessation of hostilities with Iraq in 

1988 dampened arms acquisitions temporarily. After the second Gulf war Iran seems 

to have returned once again to its traditional posturing in the Gulf region, buying 
more and better quality weapons, building a submarine force, enhancing its missile 

technology and moving into Research and Development for a non-conventional 
miiitary capability. Arms imports and military expenditures bottomed out in 1989, 

and began to increase ever since. Expenditures in Iran tend to increase by an average 

of one billion dollars a year, since 1989. 

ANALYZING BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL 

ARMS IMPORTS IN THE REGION! 

When we analyze the time series of arms imports of the Middle Eastern states 
between 1979 and 1989, we tend to see a correlation of immediate (same year) 
imports among the countries receiving weapons from the same source. This 
suggests, perhaps, the effects of offset arms deliveries to Israel, when Saudi Arabia 
buys weapons systems from the US (of course to placate Israel's supporters in the US 

congress). We see similar trend in Israel-Egypt dyad. 

We found small positive correlation between Syria's arms imports and those of 

Turkey. A moderate negative correlation characterizes the relationship of Syrian and 
Iraqi arms imports. 

Unlike the strong relationship between military expenditures between Syria and 
Israel, we found almost no correlation between Syrian immediate military imports 

and those of Israel. Allied Middle Eastern states during the period of 1979 - 1989 
tended to exhibit a strong lagged positive relationship (e.g. Saudi Arabia and Iraq). 

The same phenomena was evident in competitive dyads (e.g. Iran-Iraq). It took one 

year for Egyptian arms imports to affect those of Israel, and two years of Israeli 

imports to influence those of Egypt. Lagged Israeli imports also affected those of 
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Syria (one year lag), however no discernable influence of Syrian imports was seen 
to affect those oflsraeL Once again, the earlier conclusion ofmiliatary expenditures 
regression was validated by arms imports correlations - namely that Israel appeared 
as an arms import leader in the region. Those imports affected (with lag) those of 
Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia. Saudi lagged imports had almost 
no relationship to those other military importers, with the exception oflraq, an ally 
at the time and receipient of Saudi aid. Lagged Iranian imports did have an impact 
on other regional states- Israel, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia and also on Turkey. Yet 
the impact oflraqi imports on those oflran was faster by one year, to those oflranian 
imports impact on Iraq, suggesting once again that during the period under study Iraq 
was the arms race leader in the Iran-Iraq dyad. Lagged Turkish imports did affect 
positively those of Israel, suggesting perhaps that military imports are affected by 
similarity of origins of those imports. 

FACTORS AFFECTING ARMS EXPENDITURE AND ARMS IMPORTS IN THE 

MIDDLE EAST AND THE GULF REGION. 

When we examine the ebb and flow of arms expenditure and arms imports charts in 
the Middle East and the Gulf region, we notice that there is definitely a discernable 
and identical trend affecting both curves. While expenditures are almost always 
higher in monetary value than those of military imports or transfers, they tend to 
follow the same trend. Military spending and arms imports experienced a marked 
growth in the early 1980's in the region. As alluded to earlier, this indicated the 
posturing of Israeli military might in Lebanon. Syria and Egypt responded to this 
challenge. The first almost immediately responded in 1980 by increasing its 
military budget and its arms acquisition, Egypt did not react until 1984. The country 
was tied to President Sadat's policy of unilateral freeze on defence spending and it 
took some time for President Mubarak to reverse those policies. Other structural 
factors were also in place, affecting the change-over from purchasing Soviet 
weapons to those of acquiring US weapon systems. In the period of the shift-over, 
Egypt was forced to buy Chinese systems compatable with, and perhaps of an . 
inferior quality to those of the USSR. Even the earlier shipments of US weapons 
were not modern equipments, and included those F-4 phantom fighters, which were 
already becoming absolute by that time. Later on, Egypt would use those Chinese 
systems like the F -7 fighters after assembly in Egypt, and sell them to Iraq during its 
war with Iran. By the middle of the eighties, Israel on its part was getting rid of some 
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old F-4 fighters and selling them to a multitude of countries which included 
Agrentina, Chile and Singapore. South Africa was also buying Israeli built fast 
attack crafts (Reshef Class) equipped Scorpion and Gabriel ship to ship missiles. 
The latter and other Israeli air missiles such as Shafrir-2 were also popular, due to 
their cheaper price, among arms purchasers in Taiwan, Singapore, Chile and 
Argentina. Later on the decade, Israel began to export its Kfir C-7 fighter aircraft 
to those countries. 

Despite declined defense expenditures towards the end of the decade, Egypt was 
finding some success in exporting some of its own licenssed-produced weapons such 
as the Brazilian designed Tocano trainer, France's Alpha Jets and the Gazzelle 
helicopters, as well as its own designed and produced ACP, the Fahd. Egyptian 
factories were also licensed to produce other advanced systems, like the Abrams 

. tank, the swing fire anti tank missile and theAN/TPS-63 US surveilance radar. But 
these systems were mainly manufactured for Egypt's own requirements, and have not 
yet been available for export. 

For the Gulf region, both expenditures and arms imports were experiencing a 
phenomenal growth in the middle of the decade. This was due to the stalemate 
developed between the two combantants Iran and Iraq. The two countries, later were 
frenzied with the so-called war of cities, in which each side bombarded the cities of 
the other side with ballastic missiles. While such bombardment had little affect on 
the battle-field, it reinforced each side's eagerness to build its own long-range 
missile systems. Other powers in the region, like Saudi Arabia, acquired its own 
conventional surface-to-surface missiles (SSM). Later on during the second Gulf 
war Saudi Arabia, and some of the Arab Gulf states acquired the patriot ABTM, to 
stem incoming Iraqi long-range Scud missiles. 

In addition to those factors which includes the need to upgrade old models, export 
the obsolete ones and offset the costs of those imports, Middle Eastern nations were 
attempting to follow a regional arms imports leader. When Iran began to use surface
to-surface missiles on the front with Iraq, the latter followed suit. When Israeli 
planes were fitted with the latest air to air missiles, the Arab states followed suit. The 
use of electronic jamming and warfare by Israeli invasion of Lebanon and by its 
strikes against Syrian SAMS, forced the latter and other regional power to upgrade 
their early-warning systems. This attempt to find an equillibrium with Israel, was 
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largely motivated by Israel's onslaught on its neighbours. Other countries in the 
region were fearing a similar fate, they therefore rushed to find similar systems. 
Israeli weapons systems, however, remained of higher quality and fire power, Arab 
weapons were largely defensive and oflower quality. A fourth factor, affected Arab 
armament is that Arab systems except those of the Gulf, were largely labor-intensive 
land based weapons. Israel emphasized Air and Naval superiority, with more capital 
and technological inputs than those of Syria, Egypt and Jordan. Missiles and missile 
technology has always been the hallmark oflsrael 's acquisition and I or manufactur
ing capabilities. Those missiles served also Israel's doctrine of taking over the battle 
to its enemies land. Along with advanced modern aircrafts, they were also vital as 
a possible delivery vehicles for nuclear and non-conventional arsenals (e.g. Jericho-
2 and Lance missiles)Y> 

At present Israel is moving forward from a ballistic-missile and nuclear power- state, 
to that of acquiring also a home-grown anti-ballistic system. Despite enormous 
costs, the Offeq-2 satelite system and the arrow anti-ballistic system would provide 
Israel with the capability of using conventional and non-conventional arsenals to 
strike surroundings states, without fearing any retaliation. If those space technolo
gies are linked to an emerging growth of naval and submarine force, the impact of 
Israel's force structure would not only be felt in adjoing Arab lands, but may also 
jeopardize the strategic stability of Southern Europe as well. 

As far as the Gulf region is concerned, shortage of manpower has forced those states 
to choose capital intensive hardware. Despite its high cost, the second gulf war 
proved that those systems were cost effective. Gulf armies remain however small to 
cope with future strategic challenges and there is an attempt to increase the number 
of those troops, their training and balance between the services. The Gulf states also 
have attempted to link their arms acquisition with an economic offset program. Some 
of the major arms manufacturers here committed themselves to invest up to 30% of 
the purchasing value of their contracts into other civilian sectors with these coun
tries. The process of using part of the arms sales to reinvest into the civilian sector 
is a long and tedious process. One also should mention that an important facet of 
defense expenditures in the Gulf region is not necessarly targeted towards weapons 
acquisition but earmarked for building military cities that largely serve entire 

(5) For Israeli delivery systems, see: Mahmoud Karem, A Nuclear- Weapon- Weapon- Free Zone in the Middle East. 
Westport, Corn: 1988, pp. 81 -85. 
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civilian populations adjoining them by providing schools, electricity and water to 
those regions. Another portion of those outlays pays for salaries, services and other 
non-military external costs. 

ARMS TRANSFERS AND ARM CONTROL: 

Almost every single book on Arms Control and disarmament begins by analyzing the 
three goals of arms control, namely to minimize the likely hood of the occurrence of 
war, to make it less destructive, and thirdly to lower the economic burdens of arms 
manufacturing and procurement Others tend to reify the notions of arms control and 
disarmament to the point approaching a pacifist ideology. <6J 

If we would like to study the likelihood that arms expenditures may lead to arms races 
that in turn make war more likely to occure, we should distinguish between two 
possible postures by a state's military policy, one of deterrence, and the other of 
lateral expansion. Each one of these policies sets forth a certain precurement 
approach, the first stressing defensive weapons systems, and the second seeking 
delivery vehicles, electronic warfare and non-conventional arsenals. 

The second point, one would like to raise is that not every arms race leads to regional 
wars, only arms races in which one of the dyads opts to halt his procurement 
approach, while the second partner of the race continues to proceed with his earlier 
demarcated path may bring about the erruption of a regional war. 

In this study, this had almost always led to direct war, or the onset of war between 
one of the dyads and a former ally or proxy of the second dyad. This was the case 
in 1979, when Iran decided to lower its defense buget, while Iraq choose to increase 
it. The same thing happened in 1977 when Egypt decided to freeze its arms purchases 
and lower its defense budget while Israel decided to continue its arms-race path. The 
tragic result was three invasions by Israel to Lebanon, a former ally of Egypt. Such 
invassion occured consecutively in 1978, 1980 and 1982. 

Another point one should be on guard against is the mechanical conception that each 
round of arms race would have the so-called "multiplier-effect" making the political 

6. For litererature on Anns Control see: John Barton and Lamence Weiler, eds. International Anns Control. Stanford, 
Stanford University Press, 1976, and Paul Jubber. Not By War Alone, Security and Anns Control in the Middle East, 
Barkeley University of California Press, 1981, 1981, and Car! Jacobsen, ed. The Uncertain Course, New Weapons, 
Strategies, and Mind-sets. Stockbolm:SIPRI and Oxford University Press, 1987. 
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viable options open to a decision maker so-wide as to include the use offorce to solve 
an existing or potential conflict. 

I think this mechanical approach is not necessarly appropriate. If we would like to 
bring about a real reduction of tensions in a certain geographic area, we must have 
the courage to address the real political problems that lag beneath the surface and cry 
cut for political solutions. By neglecting these problems and directing our attention 
merely towards arms control issues, we tend to put the cart before the horse. We cope 
out, and merely postpone the tedious and needed work to find solutions for 
outstanding problems. 

ARMS IMPORTS AND WAR: 

If we examine the historical evolution of arms procurement in the Arab Mashreq 
region, we see it arising as a direct consequence of regional wars and conflicts, not 
the other way around. Nadav Safran has shown that the earliest round of armaments 
occured in 1949 as a result of the Arab loss in the Palestine War of 1948. The Arab 
states may have been eager on one hand to build their small armies as the case of 
Syria. Building an army was tenament to building a state institution particularly for 
a newly independent states. 

For other states such as Egypt and Jordan and perhaps Iraq there was an attempt to 
modernize their forces and introduce some weapon systems, such as combat air 
crafts, as the other side was clearly enjoying from the inception of more advance 
capabilites compared to their own backward armaments. Attempts by the western 
powers to deny the Arab states the hardware required to modernize their armies in 
the early fifties did not stop those states from acquiring the needed weaponry; it 
merely delayed its acquisition. And such denial was one-sided, and it gave a strong 
feeling throughout the Arab World, that the West was bent on aiding their enemy and 
preventing them from acquiring the needed system to detere future Israeli agression. 
The natural outcome ofthe Western Arms Embargo of the 1950's, was the disillu
sionment of the masses and the armed forces in the abilities of their national leaders 
to fulfill, a state vocation, namely deterrence and defense. This disillusionment led 
to popular uprisings and military coups, that undermined the old regimes and brought 
about new military rulers. The first duties of those new rulers was to respond to the 
growing demands of their lieutenants, and rebuild their armies. Thus, arms em bar-
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goes disguised under an arms control regime, paradoxically brought for the opposite 
of its original intention-namely regional military build-up. As with other forms of 
arms acquisition the Arab states sought to acquire weapons that would match the 
weapons oftheir foes, quantitatively and qualititatively. As under developed states 
and for a long time in the fifties and sixties, with limited military budgets, they opted 
for quantity rather then quality. Given the limited expertiese of its acquisition 
personnel, those armies relied on the seller's recommendation for the appropriate 
defense systems. These were largely fourth or fifth generation systems, stripped of 
most of it original sophisticated gear. Unlike the Israeli lieutenants who may have 
served in Western armies and who had been more familiar with those systems, Arab 
military personnel lacked the expertise and technological knowhow to upgrade and 
perhaps even maintain those system. Thus while succeading in increasing their 
hardwares, Arab military planners faltered in matching the quality of their foes 
weapon systems. This phenomenon remained the rule in most Arab states; interven
ing powers in the region saw it fit to maintain this qualitative gap. 

If we view the military acquisition of most Arab states we can distinguish between 
three main cycles. The first started in 1955 and continued until1967. It emphasized 
organizing the armies and equpping them with basic arsenals. The second phase 
started in 1968, and stressed the need to provide the armies with tanks, air crafts, and 
drafted a new generation of literate soldiers into active service. The quality of 
training at this stage, particularly in Egypt, Syria, and Jordan was improved. The 
planning and conduct of the 1973 war testified to the success of this approach. A 
third phase began after the 1973 cease fire, Arab military planners were confused. 
They had the money to buy new systems, but they lacked a military doctrine to fulfill. 

Post-war negotiations with Israel served to give those states a false sense of security. 
Such was the case with Egypt's decision to freeze her armament. Military policy 
became subordinant to diplomatic policy. This process was also evident in Syria, as 
well. Only the invasion of Lebanon in 1982 alarmed those states to the gravity of 
adopting a form of unilateral disarmament. This linkages between military policy 
and diplomatic approach in the Arab confrontation states continued to effect those 
states during periods of diplomatic negotiations with Israel. Israel, on the other hand 
had succeeded in divorcing diplomatic negotiations from its military policy. It 

continued its acquire weapons systems and build advanced weapons, while still 
negotiating peace with the Arab states. It succeeded in obtaining more weapons from 
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its patrons for any small apparent diplomatic concession. Even after signing a peace 
treaty with Egypt, it defense expenditures were sensitive to any changes in Egypt's 
defense outlays. In short peace with the Arab states brought Israel more weapons, 
negotiation with Israel lulled the Arab states into a false sense of security and 
resulted sometimes in a freezing of military spending . 

', 

A forth cycle began after the second Gulf war, and it emphasizes naval and submarine 
power, as well as anti-ballastic systems. In this regard Israel was buying missiles and 
submarines from Germany, Apache helicopters, F-15 fighter planes from the US, and 
continuing its star-war related cooperation with the US, which will avail Israel, with 
a stalilite-based Anti-tactical ballistic missile (ATBM) Saudi Arabia and the Gulf 
states are trying to enhance their early warning-systems. Egypt is buying Apache 
helicopters and F-16 fighters, and enhancing its surveilance radars. Syria is trying 
to supplant Russian weapons, with those from North Korea and China. Iran, on the 
other hand, has took the opportunuty to engage into a massive re-armament effort. 
In 1991, it received 300 battle tanks from Chechoslovaka, 100 T-72 tanks from 
Russia. Additional Mig-29. fighters, and Kilo-3 submarines were ordered from · 
Russia. The missiles development cooperation with China and North Korea is also 
continuing with a strong pace. Press reports coming from Iran in 1993 reported that 
Iran is developing its own miniature submarines, which is difficult to track, and it 
would operate them in the shallow waters of the Arabian Gulf. 

Other Arab states almost ceased to purchase any new weapons systems in 1991 and 
1992. Iran was also spending some two billion dollars to upgrade her four nuclear 
test sites, and to build a major nuclear power station in Bandar Abbas. 

The interaction of the Middle East and other regions also affected the armament 
picture in the Middle East. In the past it was fashionable to say that bipolar 
competition in the cold war induced more competition and arms acquisition at the 
regional level. Unfortunately, with the end of the cold war we find arms control 
regimes' applied only to the Arab states while Israel continues to be privilleged with 
more conventional and unconventional weapons systems. Furthermore, conven
tional arms reduction in Europe, under the 1990 CFE treaty did not result in less 
weapons in the Middle East. Two states in the region Israel and Turkey, received 
large numbers of tanks and missiles, almost free of charge from Germany, the 
Netherlands, and the USA, as those states strore to comply with levels of the 
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European theatres's arms reduction treaty. German intelligence was shipping 
illegally farmar East German weapons to Israel. Thus, while some Arab states were 
not allowed to buy defensive weapons on the international market, Israel was 
saturated with excess weapons that Israel can use to de stabilize this region and other 
regions as well. In the final analysis, any meaningful regional disarmement policy 
must address the legitimate defense needs of the Arab states and not be biased or 
selective. Such policies must not also divorce conventional weapons from other 
nuclear and non-conventional arsenals in the region. It also must address solving 
existing political problems through bargaining and negotiation. Posturing by a 
regional power will only lead to a similar policy by the competing states, and a 
relaxation of tensions in the area will have a system~wide effect on the political and 
strategic milieu. 
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The end of the Cold War can be said to have freed superpower 

energies towards international peace, nuclear disarmament, elimination of 

weapons of mass destruction, and the settlement of regional conflicts. lt 

has also allowed the United Nations to overcome its paralysis and gain 

the authority necessary to maintain international peace and security as 

envisaged by its charter. For over four decades the Arab-Israeli conflict 

has been perceived as part of the global U.S.-Soviet superpower struggle. 

Today the U. S. and Russia can cooperate with other regional countries 

towards promoting peace and security in the Middle East. 

There is no logical rationale for anything other than the final 

achievement of a regional peace in the Middle East. lt is a political, 

economic and sociological necessity for any contemplation of the future. 

The prospects for preserving peace and reducing the dangers of war, thus 

rest equally on political, military and economic stability. As was stated in 

the first Middle East Peace Negotiations held in Moscow in January 28, 

1992, the multilateral negotiations are complementary and support the 

Palestinian - Israeli and Arab - Israeli bilateral tracks. Clearly it is the 

Bilateral negotiations that will determine the political settlement of the 
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basic issues of conflict based on UNSCR 242 and 338 will provide us 

with the reduction of any motivations for the initiation of war. 

Arms transfer to the Middle East are not the sole cause of regional 

problems. In fact the acquisition of arms has been the product of the 

unresolved political settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict as well as other 

regional conflicts. Over the past four decades there have been a number 

of arms control proposals and attempts for the Middle East. Starting with 

the Tripartite (U.S., France and U.K.) declaration in 1950 to limit arms to 

the region, to the Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (NWFZ) first put forward 

in 1974 to the U.N. General Assembly by Egypt and Iran, ending with the 

U.S. arms control initiative of 1991. 

One mam weakness of these proposals was that they were not 

integrated into a political process. The continued Arab-Israeli conflict 

made it practically impossible to formulate and implement formal arms 

control agreements, resulting in a failure from the beginning. Therefore, 

in any move towards arms control and regional security in the Middle 

East, the linkage between multi-issue negotiations in both conventional 
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and unconventional weapons and the ongoing peace process must be 

made. A peaceful political solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict should 

proceed alongside any arms control negotiations, specially in the 

establishment of a WMD Free Zone in the region. lt is quite evident that 

peace cannot be achieved while still being threatened by a weapons of 

mass destruction capability of a neighboring country, nor can a WMDFZ 

be achieved without the context of a comprehensive peace settlement. 

The ongoing M.E. peace process should provide us with the opportunity 

of achieving these objectives. lt should be further emphasized that 

political issues must precede arms control measures, both structural and 

operational. The political component is highly significant for it will provide 

us with a broad structural security framework for the various steps and 

measures towards regional arms control. 

Arms Control and Non-Proliferation is at the heart of the new 

strategic security environment that we need.Weapons of Mass 

Destruction (Nuclear ,Biological ,and Chemical) must be dealt with as a 

major item on the agenda for non-proliferation in the '90s. 

Within the present asymmetrical balance, Israel possesses a nuclear 
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capability while on the other side some Arab states possess chemical 

weapons.The fact of the matter remains in that most countries in the 

Middle East will not accept any form of an arms control agreement or 

even a freeze on their own force structure, until some form of a regional 

peace process is well under way thereby removing any fears of military 

aggression.Any massive rearmament will surely create an unrestricted 

arms race in the M.E. which will automatically be accompanied by the 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.Unless controlled this arms 

race will,in the near future,give rise to another military conflict with 

catastrophic human and environmental consequences, contrary to some 

arguments based on the U.S.-Soviet model that this could lead to a 

relatively safe environment of mutual deterrence between states or group 

of states in the region. 

The fear is that the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 

could give rise to states announcing a so-called "in-kind" deterrence or 

"the right to retaliate in kind", which in effect could cause an arms race 

in the region. With the long range capability of delivery systems, these 

weapons can also be used as a first strike against centers of mobilization, 
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airbases, cities and other civilian centers. 

During the ten year period between 1980 and 1990, before the start 

of the 1 991 Gulf War, the Middle East underwent a boom in military 

weapons procurement which is reflected in the amounts of money spent. 

According to the SI PRI 1 991 annual book, the total military expenditure 

of the GCC states amounted to around $224 Billion (Saudi-Arabia 

accounted for $177 billion, Kuwait $13.6 billion, UAE $18 billion and 

Oman for $13.1 billion). Iraq's military expenditure amounted to about 

$186 billion and Iran to $84 billion. Israeli military expenditure was $56 

billion, Egypt $49 billion, Syria $25 billion and Jordan $6 billion. 

Between 1 989 and 1991 the world arms deliveries dropped from 

$48.7 billion to $28.8 billion, the M .E. accounted for $12 billion by end 

of 1990. Between 1990 and 1991 there was a general 30% reduction in 

the exports of the five big arms exporters (U.S., Russia, U.K., France and 

China). However only the U.S. had a 40% increase in its sales from $9.6 

billion in 1990 to $13.5 billion in 1991. 
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Today's Middle East accounts for about 3% of the world's 

population, contains about 60% of the world's oil reserves, and accounts 
') 

for about 30% of the world's arms imports. This trend has certainly not 

changed in the past decade as a matter of fact it could very well be said 

to be increasing in the 90s, especially after the recent Gulf War of 1991 

against Iraq, where the U.S. and the coalition forces have proven the 

success of their advanced technology weapons systems under combat 

conditions and has provided all potential international customers (in 

particular the Middle East) with real time product demonstrations. 
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The economic structure of the reg1on has been 

fundamentally altered as the states began to dissipate national 

resources into weapons procurement and arms industry, 

thereby depriving other sectors of the economy from such 

needed resources. This had a correspondingly powerful impact 

on the underlying causes of instability in the region as short 

term security considerations gave way before long term basic 

requirements, such as economic growth and the political 

stability needed for such growth. By their very nature these 

factors can either help or undermine peace and stability in the 

reg1on. 

The rapid advances 1n new weapons technology 

developments have become an intrinsic part of military 

weapons procurement and operations planning in the Middle 

East. These developments have given states greater strategic 

depth in the region, and at the same time has highlighted and 

reinforced the linkages among states, or subregions. The 

current danger is that most countries in the region will not 
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accept any form of arms control until some form of a regional 

peace is fully established. This stems from the perception that 

nations in the region still consider military forces as the only 

viable source to achieve their policy goals. For this very reason 

and due to the complexity of sources of conflict, the growing 

number of participants inside the region, as well as the 

involvement of peripheral countries and extra-regional 

countries, a Conference on Security and Corporation in the 

Middle East (CSCME) forum could provide the required 

platform for the discussion of various security requirements 

and arrangements. 

Some might argue that it is too early to discuss a CSCE 

approach such as the European model due to the following 

geopolitical factors: 

* In Europe there exists a general consensus as to where 

geographical boundaries of the region are and where the 

territorial borders of states within the region should be. 
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Whereas the Middle East region is ill-defined geographically. 

* In Europe it was generally agreed that the use of 

military force is an illegitimate instrument of policy when 

utilized as means to changing borders among states. Whereas 

in the Middle East, military force is still considered as an 

acceptable means of changing territorial borders, and as an 

instrument for achieving policy goals. 

* In Europe the approach to security is less dependent 

on military strategies and arms procurement but more linked 

to political and economic cooperation. 

* In Europe the Institutional Infrastructure is far more 

stable which makes it easier for the various parties to have 

faith in bilateral and multilateral agreements and treaties. 

* The Middle East region has diplomatic, economic and 

military instruements to prevent and resolve potential crises 
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and disputes; such as The Arab League, The Gulf Cooperation 

Council, The Organization Of Arab Petroleum Exporting 

Countries, to name a few. However, as events in the region 

have recently demonstrated the effectiveness of these 

available Institutional instruements have been rather limited. 

Hence the requirement to strengthen and establish an "inter

locking network" between them. 

The above geoploitical factors are certainly valid, 

however the argument is not that of trying to establish a 

CSCE kind of a process as a starting point, but the importance 

of Institutional building to start in parallel with the on-going 

peace negotiations, in preparation for the stage when bilateral 

and multi-lateral agreements and treaties are signed. We 

should be asking ourselves what would be the final nature of 

the M .E. peace process, and what security arrangements will 

partially or completely meet the agreements reached. What 

level of guarantees are possible to maintain these agreements, 

for whom and by whom? These basic factors should initially 
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guide us in starting to think about a third track for the creation 

of Institutions and Mechanisms for Security and Cooperation 

in the Middle East i.e. a CSCME. 

The Peace Process basically will encompass: 

negotiations; agreements; implementation and verifications. 

The final phase for example can be envisaged as a major 

confidence building measure with implications for the ·entire 

region, in addition to the reduction of the arms race and 

possible future conflicts. The main objective of confidence and 

security building measures (CSBMsl is to provide transparency 

and thereby predictability which could prevent hostilities due 

to misunderstanding or miscalculation. CSBMs also serve to 

prevent surprise attacks and even, if possible, to prevent the 

use of military force for political intimidation. 

During the implementation period, there will be a gradual 

phasing and implementation of a political, economic and 

security regime, within the Bilateral negotiations framework. 

Linking this to the regional Arms Control and Regional Security 
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framework, typical steps that could lead to Institutional 

building, not merely for the enhancement of ones own national 

interest, but also for establishing a stable environment in the 

region, could be: 

* exchange of military information 

* a communications network system 

* an official register of all arms transfers to the region 

* agreements on all quality and quantity of the acquisition of 

certain types of weapons, and banning the re-export of certain 

types of weapons 

* regulating domestic arms production 

* regional agreement to freeze and eventually ban the 

acquisition, production, and testing of ballistic missiles 

* a comprehensive approach to s1gnmg and ratifying all 

conventions and treaties pertaining to weapons of mass 

destruction (nuclear, chemical and biological), as well as 

accepting all IAEA safeguards. 

* a ban on the production and acquisition of enriched uranium, 
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separated plutonium, and other elements used In nuclear 

weapons production 

* establishment of a Weapons Of Mass Destruction Free Zone 

(WMDFZ) 

* Establishing a Conflict Prevention/Resolution Center to assist 

in defusing tension between states to reduce the possibility of 

escalation into conflict, and the early resolution of an actual 

conflict. 

Coupled to structural arms control measures such as: a freeze 

on military arms build-up with a partial change to the military 

structure; could certainly lead to deep reductions in armed 

forces and thereby reducing the possibility of armed conflict 

in the region. 

The second part of CSBMs is the verification process, as 

defined by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

(ACDA) " the process of determining the degree to which 

parties to an agreement are complying with the provisions of 
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the agreement". Verification agreements are an essential 

condition for any arms control agreements. Verification and 

On-Site inspection are complex issues, and will require an 

intra-regional organization in the Middle East. This Institute 

could assist states within the region in matters pertaining to 

the gathering, processing/collation and dissemination of 

information, from national technical means, on military 

activities and structural arms control agreements. 

In conclusion we should emphasize that arms control is 

only one dimension in the ultimate aim of establishing 

strategic stability and a "collective security" regime in the 

region. Other elements such as democratization, human rights, 

demography, economic and political cooperation play an 

equally important role. Multi-Lateral Institutions can reinforce 

a collective security arrangement, which in general should 

defend the strategic stability status quo against any violent 

changes. 
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IN'fRODUC'fiON 

At the outset of the Multilateral Negotiations on the Middle 

East in Moscow (January 28, 1992), u.s. Secretary of Stae 

James Baker set forth the outline for the Working Group on 

Arms Control and Regional Security (ACRS). He defined it be 

as follows: 

In the first instance, we envision offering the 
regional parties our thinking about potential 
approaches to arms control, drawing upon a vast 
reservoir of experience stemming from attempts to 
regulate military competition in Europe and other 
regions. 

From this base, the group might move forward to 
considering a set of confidence building or 
transparency measures covering noti f ica·tions of 
selected military activities and crisis prevention 
communications. The puropse would be to lessen the 
prospects for incidents and miscalculation that could 
lead to heightened competition or even conflict. 

In our view, and again, based upon our experience with 
arms control, we believe such an approach offers the 
best chance for success. 

This paper seeks to explore the basis for @,an approach to 

the Middle East ACRS process that is so heavily inspired by 

the European 

Confidence and 

experience, and puts such strong emphasis on 

Security Building Measures (CSBMs) as the 

principal vehicle for progress at tlte early stages of the 

process. In so doing, the paper will address, albeit briefly, 

five basic questions. First, how we ought to define CSBMs for 

purposes of the Middle East ACRS process?; Second, what, if 

any, are the universal pre-conditions 

implementation?; Third, how relevant can CSBMs be 

for CSBMs 

outside the 

European context in 

Fourth, What role 

which they have originally emerged?; 

could and should CSBMS play in the Arab-

Israeli context?; and Fifth, wJ:..at role might CSBMs play in 

the Middle East beyond the Arab-Is~aeli context?. 

The author bears sole responsibility for the 

contained in this paper. 
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DEFINING CSBMs 

Definitions of CBMs and CSBMs abound in the professional 

literature. Moreover, in many cases the two 

(mistakenly) used interchangably. For purposes 

concepts are 

of this paper 

it is essential, to draw a clear distinction between CSBMs and 

CBMs. The exclusive focus of this paper will be on CSBMs, by 

which we refer strictly to the confidence and security 

measures of the type that has been recognized and 

institutionalized in the CSCE process, most explicitly in and 

after the Stockholm accords. 

Adopting such definition obviously does not mean to deny the 

relevance of confidence 

or contexts; in fact 

pertinent experience, 

building experience in other regions 

quite the opposite is true. Much 

both bilateral and multilateral in 

nature, has accumulated outside the European 

notably between the US and the former USSR as 

context, most 

well as between 

India and its neighbors. Yet, for the purposes of this paper 

it is expedient to consider only the cumulative experience 

with measures of the type that has, since the Stockholm 

accords, come to be labeled CSBMs. 

Leaving aside the issue of a precise definition, it does seem 

useful to highlight some of the key definining 

characteristics of CSBMs modeled after the European type. 

First, CSBMs pertain to the security, principally military, 

domain. Second, they must involve at least a modest degree 

of cooperative behavior between the concerned parties 

themselves. As such they can not be imposed from the outside, 

and require a -measure 

between the concerned 

of understanding and coordination 

parties, facilitated by some direct 

contacts among them. Third, they are based, at ·the minimum, 

on a measure of reciprocal- cqpduct, and where and when 

possible on joint activity as well. Unilateral gestures 

simply do not qualify as CSBMs. Fourth, CSBMs neither 

jeopardize nor fundamentally affect the key security assets 

of any of the parties. Nor, for that matter, do CSBMs harm in 
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any way the national dignity of any of the parties involved. 

Fifth, CSBMs do not prejudice any of the parties• position on 

the broader political issues. Finally, CSBMs are designed to 

have some (however small) direct positive-contribution to the 

situation at hand, in addition to their long term potential 

for building trust between the parties. 

PRE-CONDITIONS FOR CSBMs 

What pre-conditions, if any, exist for concluding and 

implementing CSBMs agreements? Judging from the cumulative 

experience, there appear to be only two important conditions 

that must be met for CSBMs to become an acceptable tool of 

inter-state statecraft. First, there ought to be some common 

interest between the parties directly concerned. It could be 
minimal 

to see 

further 

and pertain exclusively 

the present degree of 

undermined) or could 

to the short term (i.e. not 

stability, however imperfect, 

be somewhat broader, more 

ambitious, and longer term in perspective (e.g. to see 

relations between the parties transformed to reconciliation 

and peace). Second, there has to be at least some direct 

contact between the parties, but it could be shallow and 

narrowly circumscribed. 

Contrary to widespread beliefs, there are no additional pre

conditions for CSBMs. An agreement on a territorial status 

quo, and/or even a willingness to forego the use of force 

against the other party (or parties) clearly are fertile 

breeding grounds for CSBMs. But as the Indo-Pakistani and the 

neither is necessary to European experience teach us, 

facilitate CSBMs.Thus, CSBMs do not presuppose peace, nor 

commitment to see peace and 

~he~ ultimate result of the 

even require a mutual 

reconciliation emerge as 

confidence building process. 
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THE TRANSFERABILITY OF THE EUROPEAN CSBMs EXPERIENCE 

Even if the cumulative experience suggests that no additional 

pre-conditions have to be met for CSBMs to become viable, it 

could still be argued that CSBMs are somehow uniquely 

tailored to the European context in which emerged. According 

to this line of reasoning, conditions prevailing in other 

regions, most notably those presently existing in the Middle 

East, are inherently different. It is further asserted that 

current conditions in the Middle East are also much less 

hospitable or desirable grounds for establishing CSBMs than 

those prevailing in Europe in the 1970s or even the early 

1980s. The principal case here rests on the argument that the 

contemporary Middle East, contrary to Europe of the 1970s, is 

still beset by a •complex mosaic of active and recently 

buried political disputes•, complicated and unstable military 

balances, and active territorial disputes. 

The skeptics would have us believe that the above picture of 

the present situation in the Middle East is both exhaustive 

and valid. If this is indeed the case, then the basis for the 

entire U.S. approach to the Middle East ACRS process would 

seem to be flawed, and should be abandoned. But is such a 

conclusion warranted? 

Upon closer examination, it becomes apparent that such 

skeptics' arguments do not stand up to a thorough analysis of 

either the European experience or the current Middle Eastern 

conditions, let alone to a systematic comparison of the two. 

To begin with, there is no evidence to sustain the 

proposition that CSBMs are an inherently European construct. 

After all, they have been applied elsewhere as well, not in 

the least between the superpowers as well as between India 

and Pakistan or the PRC, Turkey and Bulgaria, Argentina and 

Brazil, South and North Korea~etc. The Middle East itself 

has also had some relevant experience in this area. 
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Furthermore, if there is one thing that stands out when we 

try to analyze the cumulative global experience with CSBMs, 

it is that they have always emerged in rather similar 

circum~tances to those presently prevailing in the !1iddle 

East. For one thing, CSBMs have always been initially 

implemented in periods and contexts in which profound 

distrust prevailed between the parties. They have generally 

preceded a genuine political transformation of their 

relationship. In fact, they have usually come about in the 

aftermath of a traumatic or unnerving experience, vividly 

illustrating some of the risks inherent in the situation 

existing at the time in the region. 

When originally introduced, CSBMs have been 

of peace and arms control accords, not 

Moreover, relations between the parties to 

been typically chara~terized by critical 

the forerunners 

their product. 

the CSBMs have 

symmetries and 

structural imbalances. These commonly ranged from asymmetries 

in resources, to vast differences and disparities in military 

force structures and other security assets, territory, 

population, and natural resources, and sharp disparities in 

levels of education and technology. 

In fact, an 

characterize 

objective 

the Middle 

study 

East 

of conditions 

is bound to 

that currently 

lead to the 

conclusions that at least some significant parts of the 

Middle East are ripe for CSBMs, none more so than the Arab

Israeli context. The costs of war and risks of escalation are 

widely apparent in the region, especially in the aftermath of 

the second Gulf War. Exhaustion from war and cmrunon interest 

in arresting the arms race and diverting resources to deal 

with some of the region's most acute problems (economic 

development, shortage of water, settlement of refugees, 

polluted environment) are wiaesP.fead. Sufficiency in defense 

capabilities also seems to exist among all of the prospective 

key players to a Middle East security regime. Moreover, the 

relevant extra regional players, (which in the European case 

have been negligible but in the Middle East are of 
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considerable importance), are for the first time in more than 

a generation, committed to a joint effort to foster peace and 

cooperation in the Middle East. 

Finally, no't only a broad (though not, ·unfortunately, 

universal) desire exists in the region to reorient itself 

toward peace and stability, but the guiding principles for 

doing so (UN Security Council resolutions 242 and 338 have 

apparently been accepted by all the parties to .the process. 

Even the institutional mechanisms to 

CSBMs are already in place, in 

negotiate and implement 

the form of the both the 

bilateral and multilateral peace processes initiated in 

Madrid (October 1991) and Moscow (January 1992) respectively. 

Thus, the Middle East presently ~eems to be in a situation 

that in some truly important respects is reminiscent of the 

onset of detente in Europe, and the initiation of the CSCE 

process. Many important and dangerous problems do exist. But 

for the first time there is also a ray of hope that something 

useful can be done to address them, and at least a general 

sense of direction on how to go about doing so. 

WHAT ROLE FOR CSBMs IN THE ARAB- ISRAEl. I CONTEX'r 

Generally speaking, CSBMs can be said to have four 

complementary roles. First, they can serve as a litmus test 

for intentions over time. Second, they can serve an 

educational role, familiarizing the parties with each other, 

both in the im~ediate area of concern and far beyond it. In 

addition, they can make a uniquely important contribution in 

disseminating a cooperative mentality (non-zero sum way of 

thinking) on security <,vi thin among the relevant ... 
constituencies in each of the participating states. These 

include the involved bureaucracies and interest groups, and 

in the case of democracies the general public as well. Third, 

CSBMs can be ends in themselves, rather than merely means to 
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a higher end, by helping in crises management, conflict 

prevention, and in some cases provision of humanitarian 

assistance as well. 

Finally, if and when desired, CSBMs could also serve as a 

symbol of cooperation, sending a broad political message of 

willingness to move beyond confrontation and competition to 

cooperation and reconciliation. This last function does not 

automatically accompany CSBMs. But such arrangements, like 

other forms of cooperative behavior, do lend themselves to 

this type of use. They are, in some respects, especially 

~ppropriate for such application, given the special public 

appeal of security cooperation. 

CSBMs thus are modest steps and flexible arrangements. They 

are relatively easy to negotiate and entail. few, if any, 

risks in implementation. Yet they have considerable utility 

and potential in several complementary areas. At the present 

state of Arab-Israeli relations, CSBMs have an especi.ally 

important role to play in virtually all of the above 

mentioned 

tensions 

areas. They could 

and risks. They 

help defuse some' of the present 

could lay the ground, 

psychologically and physically, for more ambitious 

undertakings in the area of regional security cooperation and 

arms control in the future. ,Just as importantly, they may 

serve as one building block toward overall peace and 

historical reconciliation between the Arabs and Israel. 

The last point does warrant some elaboration here. Virtually 

all of the Arab parties to the peace process demand from 

Israel far reaching territorial concessions. In addition, 

Israel is simultaneously being called upon by its Arab 

rapporteurs to make additional.concessions in the areas of 

arms, doctrine, 

base. Yet the 

military pryature, and .,.. 
Arab demands are made 

defense-industrial 

at a time in which 

Israel's acceptance into the region is still being 

challenged, and even openly rejected by some forces in the 

Arab and Moslem world. Worse still, some of these forces are 
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actively engaged in a brutal, often indiscriminate, 

against Israel and Israelis wherever they may be. 

struggle 

The peace process coupled with the day to day security 

realities with which Israel lives thus confront Israel with 

rather painful choices. Making the necessary choices on how 

to deal with them obviously is an internal Israeli affair. 

Yet, the Arabs clearly have a vested interest in these 

choices systematically going in one direction rather than the 

other. It follows, therefore, that they must assist Israel to 

reach the ''right'' conclusions and make the desired fateful 

choices. To do so, it is in the Arab self-interest to engage 

Israel in a variety of CSBMs directed at all of the above 

functions. 

Cooperation of Arab states with Israel in the area of CSBMs 

would surely serve as a litmus test for Israel regarding Arab 

intentions. Over Time they could help Israel alter its 

traditional security calculus. Furthermore, they would 

solidify the Israeli public's confidence in an2; active 

support for its government's choices in favor of peace. The 

latter is of utmost importance since Israel is a vibrant 

democracy and the required choices would inevitably involve 

sacrifices of tangible of security assets. These do not come 

lightly to a nation whose very existence has been repeatedly 

threatened, and to a state that is locked into structurally 

inferior, highly vulnerable, gee-strategic position. Arab 

cooperation with Israel in the area of CSBMs and beyond, 

therefoe, logically seems to be a sine que non for Israel for 

it to be able to take such painful decisions responsibly. 

The peace process with Egypt in the post Yam Kippur War bear 

witness to both sides of the equation. The •political 

of CSDMs to the Arabs thus seems well worth paying. 

er 
Here it must be emphasized that the Arab and Israeli 

interest in establishing CSBMs actually goes 

clearly extends to the need to avoid, to the 

misunderstandings and miscalculations, and to eco 
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wherever possible, on defense expenditures. CSBMs are of 

critical importance precisely during the 

transition time from a stat~ of war to relations 

since such periods are typically characterized 

but initially few, 

precarious 

of peace, 

by real, 

if any, graver than before, threats, 

dividends of peace. It is 

jointly dealt with swiftly and 

essential that these risks be 

effectively, lest they set 

back the entire peace process. Furthermore, the gravest 

contemporary challenges to the security of the region do not 

discriminate well between Arabs and Israelis. Confronting 

them necessitates joint or at the very least coordinated Arab 

Israeli responses, and CSBMs can go along way toward 

facilitating them. 

CSBMs IN THE MIDDLE EAS'l' BEYOND 'rilE Al~B- ISRAELI CON'l'EX'l' 

CSBMs have an important rbles to play in the Middle East also 

beyond the Arab-Israeli context, and for several 

complementary reasons. First, the region does not easily lend 

itself to a straighforward geographical delineation. In 

security terms it •stretches all the way from the Horn of 

Africa and Persian Gulf (and perhaps even beyond it), to the 

Maghreb, to southern Europe, and to some of the Asian 

republics of the former Soviet Union. Second, this vast area 

is afflicted by numerous cross-cutting rivalries, some within 

within the Arab or Islamic worlds, others that involve extra

regional parties as well. Third, many extra-regional powers 

have a vested interest in the security situation in the 

region. At times they also a significant presence in, and/or 

influence on deyelopments in the region. Fourth, the states 

of the Middle East could surely benefit from the experience, 

the good services, and the resources of some of the extra

regional states in dealing -with the regions, diverse .,.. 
problems. 
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For all of the above reasons, one should consider devising 

and implementing CSBMs in the region above and beyond the 

Arab-Israeli context. Some of these could be region wide, 

oihers sub-regional, then others having extra-regional 

participation as well, whether by additional Mediterannean 

states or others. Some of these arrangements may also start 

more modestly and be expanded or transformed thereafter. 

CSBMs, unlike other tools of diplomacy and arms control, do 

have this wonderful quality to them of being both flexibile 

and modular. The CSCE process which has dramatically grown, 

greatly expanded, diversified, 

CSBMs inventory has so vividly 

and modified its original 

demonstrated this quality. 

There is a sole criterion that must be adhered to at all 

times for all 

criterion is that 

of these arrangements to succeed. This 

all CSBMs be. directly negotiated, and 

consensually agreed upon, by all the regional states taking 

part in the process. 
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Enhancing Information Exchange 
Between Research Institutes in the Middle East 

Pericles Gasparini Alves 

Introduction 

In this age of computer sciences, the application of database techniques has been developed 
to assist with organizing an ever increasing documentation and with gaining a clear view of 
the numerous and diverse activities of modern society. UNIDIR has dedicated itself to co
ordinate the growing documentation in the field of disarmament and international security, 
and is fully aware of the fact that in order to facilitate this tremendous task, both today and 
in the future, it is necessary to have recourse to advanced computer technology. It is with this 
in mind that UNIDIR has developed a flexible and user-friendly database management 
application system which regroups, inter alia, information on research institutes and their 
activities for the former's internal use. The experience gained with the UNIDIR Database on 
Research Institutes (DAT ARls) is most positive and encouraging, and fully confirms our 
conviction that modern and thorough research efforts would greatly benefit from computer 
assistance. At present, UNIDIR is envisaging the possibilities of enlarging the scope of its in
house DATARls, as well as the ways and means to make this data more readily available. It 
follows, therefore, that co-operation among research institutes would gain substantially from 
some kind of computerized information and interactive documentation system. 

The timing of the present Conference is therefore quite suitable to ponder the question 
of how database techniques could assist us all with integrating the joint efforts of research 
institutes, having particularly in mind the interests of the Middle East region. A 
comprehensive answer to this question would of course require more than the time allocated 
to this expose, because this is a very wide ranging issue, and also because it encompasses 
highly technical aspects. I shall therefore not dwell on technical implications but focus on the 
fundamental topics related to the establishment of a database. 

Benefits 

In the first place one should clearly identify the benefits a database system has to offer. In 
a time of budgetary restraints, where the relationship between productivity, man hours and 
work load are of utmost importance, the use of a database system becomes essential for two 
major reasons. A database system enables the creation of a new form of communication 
among research institutes: that of an electronic non-verbal communication for both direct 
communication and the exchange of machine language data. It furthermore permits a 
quantitative as well as a qualitative expansion and intensification of existing links between 

. research institutes. From the management standpoint, real time or almost real time 
communication among institutes is useful in the co-ordination of special data of utmost 
interest to all. For such an electronic linkage is efficient not only as a tool to exchange data, 
but also as a means of avoiding overlapping of research project themes, conference timetables, 
and other activities which should be complementary but not repetitious. This type of 
communication is, in other words, much more than a simple working tool for quick reference 
access. 
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The second point that needs to be addressed is the aspect of system control: who 
would manage this type of database? In fact, there exist several approaches to operating a 
database system on research institutes. However, we will explore only a few of these avenues 
since our perspective should consider a regional database system relating to research institutes 
in the Middle East. 

One could, for instance, think in terms of a database network run by a single manager 
who would centralize the system and distribute the data throughout the Middle East as 
demonstrated in Diagram A. Due to its nature and character, a United Nations regional centre 
is one of the organizations which readily come to one's mind for carrying out such a task. 
However, depending on the needs expressed by potential users, one could also envisage the 
development of a system (as a network or an internal database system) operated by private 
institutes or other organizations. 

~ .. Operator\ 
Manager 

.. ~> 
:::::~~~~4~:::::::::::::: 
:::::::ens ·~:t:tut~:s::: ::: ·: · · 
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In such a case, any effort made to create a database should conceive the system (both as 
regards the choice of the hardware equipment and software application) with a view to 
expanding its utilization and data transfers to other systems. This is necessary to avoid 
creating a handicap for future collaboration with other institutions in the region. 

Finally, a combination of the above approaches could also be a plausible configuration 
as it can be seen in Diagram B. In this instance, early co-operation among potential users 
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would be essential to ensure system compatibility both in terms of the purchase of hardware 
equipment and software. Collective efforts leading to a division of the tasks envisaged could 
yield the following advantages: 

• Decreasing the cost of the design and development phases. 
• Decreasing the cost of hardware equipment. 
• Diminishing the overall time needed to develop the system. 
• Avoiding useless repetition of software applications. 
• Creating a particular regional network, where cultural, political, and other 

concerns are generally quite similar. 

Updator 

operator 

Manager 
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This option appears therefore as the most plausible strategy to be pursued. It is important to 
keep in mind that the credibility and efficiency of efforts geared towards a regional database 
system would depend, to some extent, on the degree of the exchange of information which 
could flow from and to the institutes. If full collective operation is not technically or 
otherwise possible, some kind of co-operation in terms of consultations should be 
contemplated. In this regard, UNIDIR is prepared to assist, with the co-ordination, the 
conception and the development phases of a regional database in the Middle East. In fact, an 
analogous network system was proposed by UNID IR in the occasion of similar conferences 
on regional research institutes in Africa (199Q), Latin America and the Caribbean (1991), and 
Asia (1992). Initial discussions have already began with some institutions and UNIDIR, is 
considering to conduct a feasibility study on how best to approach the creation of a computer
aided database in these different regions. 

Conception Phase 

The conception of a database system basically encompasses the definition of the objectives 
to be attained by the system, adequate hardware equipment, and the possibilities of access to 
the system. At an initial stage, a Middle East database system could have as its objective the 
design of an application which would permit, for example, the development of a directory of 
all research institutes and other organizations working in the area of disarmament and 
international security related to the region as seen in Diagram C. Subdivisions of this 
directory could, for example, list a detailed index of all experts working in Middle East 
institutes and/or on Middle East security matters, their field of specialization and contacts. A 
complementary subdivision could contain an index of research projects, publications, and 
conferences or meetings dealing with security in the Middle East. Analytical studies 
delineating the status of research and the areas in which research would need to be more 
emphasized would certainly result from the collection of data. 

Diagram C 
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A regional database application would therefore allow for a quick reference to know who is 
doing what on Middle East affairs, and when. In addition, it would have an academic value 
in the sense that it would not merely store information in a purely statistical or numerical 
form, but it would also lay the grounds for analytical considerations and decision making as 
regards both the conception and orientation of research in the field of regional and 
international security. 

The choice of hardware equipment would largely depend on the complexity and type 
of the tasks to be performed by the software application and the overall objectives of the 
network itself. One fundamental element to be studied, however, is that any computer 
configuration to be developed for such a purpose should be technically capable of allowing 
the interaction of different desktop devices, operating environments and systems. Diagram D 
is a rather simplified but quite descriptive illustration of an integrated system to be 
considered, where a central database unit is linked to multiple hardware and software 
environments and systems. It would be useless to advance any figures on the cost of such a 
system. The financing required for a single management system may differ greatly from that 
of a multiple management network. Whatever the solution opted for may be, a feasibility 
study should be undertaken. 

Access to the information in a single or multiple management network could be 
obtained via requests sent through the postal system, or via direct electronic communication 
supported by modem and fax-card. Or yet, via a direct link using the X-25 liaison principle. 
The variety of means to access the system, as well as the possible roles to be played by 
different institutions, is better illustrated in Diagram E. Depending on the objectives of the 
database and the resources available, access could be free of charge or payable either on a 
case-by-case basis or through a membership fee. In addition, the use of the database 
application in the electronic communications mode could be protected by restricting access 
through a password system. 

Reflections 

There lies ahead a new and challenging opportunity for research institutes in the Middle East 
to enhance exchange of information and co-operation among them. This new opportunity 
entails the creation of a unique collection of data with the aid of database techniques which 
could be undertaken either individually or collectively. 

The benefits offered by a database system should be evaluated in terms of its inter
institute communication (includi(lg the exchange of data) advantages, which will thus serve 
to improve the current co-ordination of the various activities performed by and among the 
institutes themselves. 

To S1,1ID up, the establishment of a regional Middle East database system would be a 
valuable and unique contribution to research in the field of disarmament and international 
security. Furthermore, the pursuit of this idea is also stimulated by R&D on the creation of 
analogous systems in other areas of the world. 
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